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Exactly solving the KPZ equation
Ivan Corwin
Abstract. We present a complete proof of the exact formula for the one-point
distribution for the narrow-wedge Hopf-Cole solution to the Kardar-Parisi-
Zhang (KPZ) equation. This presentation is intended to be self-contained so
no previous knowledge about stochastic PDEs, or exactly solvable systems is
presumed.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Preface. The study of the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) equation and its
associated universality class has spurred and paralleled the development of an im-
mense amount of deep and fascinating mathematics and physics. The core study
of the KPZ equation and universality class warrants a detailed treatment, and so
do many of the related fields developed in parallel (e.g. the study of non-linear
stochastic PDES, or of integrable probabilistic systems). This article purports to
do much less – the only goal being to present the main steps of a proof of the
exact formula for the distribution of a particular solution to the KPZ equation. In
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so doing, we will touch on a number of the aforementioned related developments.
Exercising great self-control, we will forego diversions into these areas.
Before delving into methods, let us quickly (and informally) answer two ques-
tions – what is the KPZ equation and what does it mean to exactly solve it?
The KPZ equation was introduced in 1986 by Kardar, Parisi and Zhang [25]
as a model for random interface growth. In one-spatial dimension (sometimes also
called p1` 1q-dimension to emphasize that time is one dimension too) it describes
the evolution of a function hpt, xq recording the height of an interface at time t ě 0
above position x P R. The equation for hpt, xq is the following non-linear stochastic
partial differential equation (SPDE)
Bthpt, xq “ 12B2xhpt, xq ` 12
`Bxhpt, xq˘2 ` ξpt, xq,
which is driven by a space-time white noise ξ. The KPZ equation is supposed to be
a representative model within a large class (called the KPZ universality class) in the
sense that its long-time, large-scale behavior should be shared by many other growth
models. The key characteristic of this KPZ universality class is supposed to be the
presence of a local growth mechanism which involves a non-linear dependence on the
local slope (here, the term 1
2
`Bxhpt, xq˘2), and the presence of space-time random
forcing (here, the term ξpt, xq). The Laplacian provides a smoothing mechanism to
compete with the roughening by the noise – this mechanism is not believed to be
particularly necessary for models to lie in the KPZ universality class.
Putting aside, for the moment, the interesting and important mathematical
question of what it actually means to be a solution to this equation1, a physically
important question regarding the KPZ equation is to understand what its solutions
look like, from a statistical perspective. Since the white noise ξ is random, the
solution hpt, xq will likewise be random. So, we seek to understand the distribution
of this solution as well as its dependence on the initial data hp0, xq. The holy-
grail is to have an exact formula for the distribution of the solution (or for certain
characterizing functions, or marginals of the solution). Given such exact formulas,
we might be able to exactly describe the long-time, large-scape behavior of the
model (and hence predict the behavior of the entire KPZ universality class). For
instance, is there a limiting deterministic growth velocity v so that
(1.1) lim
tÑ8
hpt, xq
t
“ v?
If so, after centering by that velocity, what is the scale χ of the remaining fluctua-
tions and what is their distribution F p¨q so that for all s P R,
(1.2) lim
tÑ8
P
ˆ
hpt, xq ´ vt
tχ
ď s
˙
“ F psq?
It is certainly not assured (and generally not true) that an SPDE will have
tractable formulas for the distribution of its solution (for instance, for the one-
point marginal distribution at a fixed time and space location). However, the KPZ
equation happens to be an exception as it is closely related to certain structures
from integrable systems and representation theory.
1Sometimes, see e.g. [20], people use the term “solve the KPZ” to mean constructing so-
lutions. Here, we use the phrase “exactly solve” in place of “solve” to emphasize that we are
interested not just in the existence of solutions but the exact formulas for their distribution.
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1.2. In what way is the KPZ equation exactly solvable? The first hint
that there is a nice structure behind the KPZ equation comes from looking at the
moments of its exponential (or Cole-Hopf transform)
zpt, xq “ ehpt,xq.
Formally, this transformation turns the KPZ equation into the stochastic heat equa-
tion (SHE) with multiplicative noise:
Btzpt, xq “ 12Bxxzpt, xq ` zpt, xqξpt, xq.
Writing E to denote the expected value of a random variable with respect to
the randomness induced by the noise ξ, notice that since ξ is a centered Gauss-
ian process, z¯pt, xq :“ E“zpt, xq‰ actually solves the deterministic heat equation
Btz¯pt, xq “ 12Bxxz¯pt, xq. Amazingly, higher moments
z¯pt, ~xq :“ E“ kź
i“1
zpt, xiq
‰
,
with ~x “ px1, . . . , xkq, also solve simple, deterministic evolution equations. This
observation goes back to Kardar [24] and independently Molchanov [30] wherein
they argued that for any k,
Btz¯pt, ~xq “
`
Hz¯
˘pt, xq,
where H acts in the ~x-variables as
H “ 1
2
kÿ
i“1
Bx2i `
ÿ
1ďiăjďk
δpxi ´ xj “ 0q.
Here δpx “ 0q is the delta functions at 0 (so ş fpxqδpx “ 0q “ fp0q for a suitable
class of f). H is called the attractive, imaginary time delta Bose gas or Lieb-
Liniger Hamiltonian, and it has been known since work of Lieb and Liniger from
1963 [27] that this Hamiltonian can be diagonalized explicitly using a tool known
as the Bethe ansatz. Using those tools, one can show (see for instance [7]) that for
x1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď xk,
z¯pt; ~xq “
ż α1`i8
α1´i8
dz1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
ż αk`i8
αk´i8
dzk
2πi
ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ zB ´ 1
kź
j“1
e
t
2
z2j`xjzj ,
where we assume that α1 ą α2 ` 1 ą α3 ` 2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą αk ` pk ´ 1q (note that zi are
complex variables of integration in the above formula on the right-hand side).
Armed with such a precise formula, one might expect that it is easy to recover
the desired answers to questions (1.1) and (1.2). There is, however, a fundamental
problem – the moments of the SHE do not characterize the distribution of the
solution! Indeed, from the above formula one can show that the kth moment grows
like exponential of k3, which is far to fast to lead to a well-posed moment problem.
Indeed, this is because the upper tail of z is sufficiently heavy so that the moments
really only tease out the nature of that tail. This phenomena is related to the
concept of intermittency.
The key idea which will resolve this roadblock of an ill-posed moment problem
is that we should “be wise and discretize”. In other words, we will look for discrete
regularizations of the KPZ equation which preserves the above mentioned algebraic
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properties, yet no longer suffers from this moment problem. As we will see in this
article, q-TASEP provides one such option (there are others).
1.3. Outline. This article is split in two parts – the first three sections are
devoted to defining the KPZ equation and proving convergence of some discrete
models to it. The remaining four sections then turn to the exact solvability, in
particular focusing on the discrete model q-TASEP, as well as the semi-discrete
directed polymer which arises as an intermediate limit of q-TASEP to the KPZ
equation. In more detail, Section 2 defines what it means to solve the stochastic
heat equation and constructs the delta initial data solution via chaos series. Sec-
tion 3 turns to the KPZ equation and provides an explanation for why it arises
as a continuum limit for many systems. Section 4 works out such a convergence
result for the semi-discrete directed polymer in detail. Section 5 introduces the
interacting particle system q-TASEP and gives its Markov duality. Section 6 uses
this to give explicit contour integral formulas for certain q-moments of q-TASEP,
and then describes the relation of duality and these formulas to the polymer replica
method. Section 7 studies the intermittency of these moments (from the perspec-
tive of the parabolic Anderson model) and describes how to expand the contour
integral formulas. Section 8 uses this expansion to gather all q-moments as a q-
Laplace transform and performs the asymptotic analysis necessary to arrive at the
KPZ equation statistics advertised above in the introduction. Section 9 explains
the origins of the integral formuls in Section 6 in terms of the coordinate Bethe
ansatz and the spectral theory for the q-Boson process. The appendices provide
background on stochastic integration with respect to white noise, the Tracy-Widom
distribution, and steepest descent asymptotic analysis.
1.4. Acknowledgements. This article is based on the author’s lectures at a
2014 MSRI summer school on stochastic PDEs (and then revised for the 2017 AMS
MAA Joint Meeting Short Course. The author thanks Jeffrey Kuan for writing up
the handwritten notes, as well as for providing some valuable background materials,
and Xuan Wu for making a close reading of the file and adding indexing to it; as
well as Yuri Bahktin and James Nolin for co-organizing the school with him. The
author was partially supported by the NSF through DMS-1208998, DMS-1664650,
the Clay Mathematics Institute through a Clay Research Fellowship, the Institute
Henri Poincare through the Poincare Chair, and the Packard Foundation through
a Packard Fellowship for Science and Engineering.
2. Mild solution to the stochastic heat equation
The stochastic heat equation (SHE) with multiplicative noise looks (in differ-
ential form) like #
Btz “ 12Bxxz ` zξ
zp0, xq “ z0pxq
where z : R`ˆRÑ R and z0 is (possibly random) initial data which is independent
of the white noise ξ. Recall that formally ξ has covariance
E
“
ξpt, xqξps, yq‰“ “ ”δt“sδx“y,
though this is only true in a weak, or integrated sense. See Appendix A for back-
ground on ξ. The noise ξ is constructed on a probability space L2pΩ,F ,Pq.
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Definition 2.1. A mild solution to the SHE satisfies for all t ą 0, x P R the
Duhamel form equation
zpt, xq “
ż
R
ppt, x´ yqz0pyqdy `
ż t
0
ż
R
ppt´ s, x´ yqzps, yqξps, yqdyds,
where ppt, xq “ 1?
2πt
e´x
2{2t is the heat kernel or fundamental solution to Btp “ Bxxp,
with pp0, xq “ δx“0. In this, we must have that
şt
0
ş
R
p2pt´s, x´yqE“z2ps, yq‰dyds ă
8 for the Itoˆ integrals to make sense and be finite.
In this article we will be concerned only with the special delta initial data
solution to the SHE. We will use a chaos series (see also Appendix A) to construct
the solution to the SHE with z0pxq “ δx“0.
Theorem 2.2. Consider the class of solutions zpt, xq to the mild formulation of
SHE which satisfy (i) for all test functions ψ,
ş
R
ψpxqzpt, xqdxÑ ş
R
ψpxqδx“0dx “
ψp0q as t Œ 0 with L2pΩ,F ,Pq convergence; (ii) for all T ą 0 there exists C “
CpT q ą 0 such that for all 0 ă t ď T , and x P R, the bound E“z2pt, xq‰ ď Cp2pt, xq
holds.
Within the above class of functions there exists a unique solution to SHE with
δx“0 initial data, and that solution takes the following form as a convergent (in
L2pΩ,F ,Pq) chaos series:
zpt, xq “
8ÿ
k“0
ż
∆kptq
ż
Rk
Pk;t,xp~s, ~yqdξbkp~s, ~yq “:
8ÿ
k“0
Ikpt, xq,
where ∆kptq “ t0 ď s1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă sk ď tu, and
Pk;t,xp~s, ~yq “ ppt´ sk, x´ ykqppsk ´ sk´1, yk ´ yk´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pps2 ´ s1, y2 ´ y1qpps1, y1q,
or in other words, represents the transition densities of a one-dimensional Brownian
motion started at p0, 0q to go through the (time,space) points ps1, y1q, . . . , psk, ykq,
pt, xq. Also, recall from Appendix A that dξbkp~s, ~yq is the multiple stochastic inte-
gral.
Proof. We proceed according to the following steps:
(1) Show that the chaos series is convergent.
(2) Prove that E
“
z2pt, xq‰ ď Cp2pt, xq.
(3) Show that the series solves SHE with δx“0 initial data.
(4) Argue uniqueness.
Step (1): Consider a random variable X P L2pΩ,F ,Pq such that
X “
8ÿ
k“0
ż
∆kp8q
ż
Rk
fkp~t, ~xqdξbkp~t, ~xq.
for functions fk P L2p∆kp8q ˆ Rkq, k “ 0, 1, 2, . . .. (From Appendix A we know
that all X have a unique decomposition into this form.) By the multiple stochastic
integral covariance isometry
E
«ż
∆kp8q
ż
Rk
fp~t, ~xqdξbkp~t, ~xq
ż
∆jp8q
ż
Rk
gp~t, ~xqdξbjp~t, ~xq
ff
“ 1j“kxf, gyL2p∆kˆRkq.
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Thus,
E
“
X2
‰ “ 8ÿ
k“0
}fk}2L2p∆kˆRkq.
This can be applied to the series for zpt, xq.
Exercise 2.3. Prove that
p2pt, yq “ 1?
2πt
ppt,
?
2yq “ 1?
4πt
ppt{2, yq
and ż
R
p2pt´ u, x´ zqp2pu ´ s, z ´ yqdz “
d
t´ s
4πpt´ uqpu´ sqp
2pt´ s, x´ yq.
Lemma 2.4.
E
“
I2kpt, xq
‰ “ tk{2p4πqk{2 Γp
1
2
qk
Γpk
2
q p
2pt, xq.
Proof. The multiple stochastic integral covariance isometry implies that
E
“
I2k pt, xq
‰ “ ż
∆kptq
ż
Rk
P 2k;t,xp~s, ~yqd~yd~s,
or more explicitly,
E
“
I2kpt, xq
‰ “ ż
∆kptq
d~s
ż
Rk
d~y p2ps1, y1qp2ps2 ´ s1, y2 ´ y1q ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ p2psk ´ sk´1, yk ´ yk´1qp2pt´ sk, x´ ykq.
Taking the integrals starting with yk down to y1 and using Exercise 2.3,
E
“
I2kpt, xq
‰ “ ż
∆kptq
d~s p2pt, xq
d
t
4πpt´ s1qs1
d
t´ s1
4πpt´ s2qps2 ´ s1q ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
d
t´ sk´1
4πpt´ skqpsk ´ sk´1q
“ t
1{2p2pt, xq
p4πqk{2
ż
∆kptq
d~s
1?
s1
1?
s2 ´ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨
1?
sk ´ sk´1
1?
t´ sk .
Changing variables to factor out the t’s yields
E
“
I2kpt, xq
‰ “ tk{2p4πqk{2 p2pt, xq
ż
∆kp1q
d~s
1?
s1
1?
s2 ´ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨
1?
sk ´ sk´1
1?
1´ sk .
Exercise 2.5. For αi ą 0, 1 ď i ď k show thatż
0ďx1,¨¨¨ ,xkď1ř
xi“1
d~x
kź
i“1
xαi´1i “
śk
i“1 Γpαiq
Γpřki“1 αiq .
This is called the Dirichlet(α) distribution.
Using the exercise we conclude that
E
“
I2kpt, xq
‰ “ tk{2p4πqk{2 Γp1{2q
k
Γpk{2q p
2pt, xq. 
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Since Γpk{2q „ pk{2q! this implies that the chaos series converges in L2pΩ,F ,Pq
thus completing step 1.
Step (2): By Lemma 2.4 and the Itoˆ isometry,
E
“
z2pt, xq‰ “ 8ÿ
k“0
E
“
I2kpt, xq
‰ “ p2pt, xq 8ÿ
k“0
tk{2
p4πqk{2
Γp1{2qk
Γpk{2q ď Cp
2pt, xq,
where the constant C “ CpT q can be chosen fixed as t varies in r0, T s.
Steps (3) and (4): Assume zpt, xq solves SHE with delta initial data. We will
show that zpt, xq equals the chaos series. The mild form of SHE implies that
zpt, xq “ ppt, xq `
ż t
0
ż
R
ppt´ s, x´ yqzps, yqξps, yqdyds.
Iterate this (like Picard iteration) to obtain
zpt, xq “
nÿ
k“0
Ikpt, xq `
ż
∆n`1ptq
ż
Rn`1
ppt´ sn`1, x´ yn`1q ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ pps2 ´ s1, y2 ´ y1qzps1, y1qξbkp~s, ~yqd~sd~y.
Comptue the L2pΩ,F ,Pq norm of the remainder asż
∆n`1ptq
ż
Rn`1
p2pt´ sn`1, x´ yn`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p2ps2 ´ s1, y2 ´ y1q ¨ E
“
z2ps1, y1q
‰
d~yd~s.
Use bound Erz2ps1, y1qs ď cp2ps1, y1q and notice that the above expression is then
bounded as
ď cErIn`1pt, xqs “ c t
pn`1q{2
p4πqn{2
Γp1{2qn`1
Γpn{2q p
2pt, xq,
which goes to zero as nÑ 8 hence showing that z is the chaos series and that the
chaos series solves the mild form of SHE. 
We close by demonstrating one use of the chaos series to probe the short time
behavior of zpt, xq.
Corollary 2.6. The following one-point2 weak convergence holds:
lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ´1{4rzpǫt, ǫ1{2xq ´ ppǫt, ǫ1{2xqs “
ż t
0
ż
R
ppt´ s, x´ yqξps, yqpps, yqdyds.
Proof. This comes from the first term in the chaos series whereas our estimate
on ErIkpt, xq2s enables us to discard all subsequent terms. Recall
I1pt, xq “
ż t
0
ż
R
ppt´ s, x´ yqξps, yqpps, yqdyds.
Apply scalings to study now ǫ´1{4I1pǫt, ǫ1{2xq.
Exercise 2.7. Show that in distribution,
ξpt, xq “ ǫpz`1q{2ξpǫzt, ǫxq.
Use it to show that ǫ´1{4I1pǫt, ǫ1{2xq “ I1pt, xq in distribution whereas we have
ǫ´1{4Ikpǫt, ǫ1{2xq “ ǫakIkpt, xq. Compute ak ą 0.
From this exercise, it is now easy to conclude the corollary. 
2Extending to space-time process convergence is not much harder.
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Unfortunately, the chaos series is not very useful in studying large t behaviors
(e.g. for log zpt, xq) and also the chaos series do not behave very well under appli-
cations of functions. However, they can be useful in proving approximation as we
will soon see.
3. Scaling to the KPZ equation
The heat equation with deterministic potential vpt, xq is written in differential
form as
Btz “ 1
2
Bxxz ` vz.
Exercise 3.1. Show that if h :“ log z and u :“ Bxh then
Bth “ 1
2
Bxxh` 1
2
pBxhq2 ` v,
Btu “ 1
2
Bxxu` 1
2
Bxpu2q ` Bxv.
The first equation is a Hamilton Jacobi equation with forcing and the second
equation is a viscous Burgers equation with conservative forcing.
Define the mollifier pκpxq “ ppκ, xq (i.e. the heat kernel at time κ). Note that
as κ Ñ 0, this approaches a delta function as its maximal height grows like κ´1{2
and standard deviation shrinks like κ1{2. We could just as well work with any
similar mollifier sequence. Define mollified white-noise via
ξκpt, xq “
ż
R
pκpx´ yqξpt, yqdy “ ppκ ˚ ξqpt, xq.
By the Itoˆ isometry,
E
“
ξκpt, xqξκps, yq
‰ “ δt“sckpx ´ yq, cκpxq “ ppκ ˚ pκqpxq.
Note that as κÑ 0, we have cκpxq Ñ 8.
Exercise 3.2. Define zκ to be the solution (same definition of solution as
before) to
Btzκ “ 1
2
Bxxzκ ` ξκzκ,
and hκ :“ log zκ. Show that
Bthκ “ 1
2
Bxxhκ `
“1
2
pBxhκq2 ´ cκp0q
‰` ξκ.
Also show that zκ Ñ z as κŒ 0. (Suggestion: use the chaos series.)
The exercise shows that in some sense, we can think of h “ log z as the solution
to
Bth “ 1
2
Bxxh`
“1
2
pBxhkq2 ´8
‰` ξ.
Since when studying interface fluctuations we generally need to subtract off overall
height shifts, this ´8 should not concern us so much. This suggests the definition
Definition 3.3. The Hopf–Cole solution h : R`ˆRÑ R to the KPZ equation
with h0 : R Ñ R initial data is defined as h “ log z where z is the solution to the
SHE with initial data z0pxq “ eh0pxq.
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For some initial conditions such as δx“0, it does not make sense to take its
logarithm. However, for all positive t and x P R, we know that zpt, xq is strictly
positive (see [29, 31]), hence the logarithm is well defined. The solution to KPZ
corresponding to this delta initial data is called the narrow wedge solution (or KPZ
with narrow wedge initial data). The idea is that in short time the log of ppt, xq
looks like ´x2{2t which is a steep parabola. Hence the initial data corresponds to
growth out of a wedge type environment. We will see a justification of this later.
Now let us ask: what kind of discrete models converge to the KPZ equation?
To motivate this, let us do some rescaling of the KPZ equation.
Define the scaled KPZ solution (we temporarily use z here as the “dynamic
scaling exponent” in accordance with other literature)
hǫpt, xq “ ǫbhpǫ´zt, ǫ´1xq.
We find that under this scaling,
Bth “ ǫz´bBthǫ
Bxh “ ǫ1´bBxhǫ, pBxhq2 “ ǫ2´2bpBxhǫq2
ξpt, xq pdq“ ǫ´pz`1q{2ξpǫ´zt, ǫ´1xq.
Note that above, when writing Bth and Bxh we mean to take the derivatives and
then evaluate them at ǫ´zt and ǫ´1x respectively. Thus
Bthǫ “ 1
2
ǫ2´zBxxhǫ ` 1
2
ǫ2´z´bpBxhǫq2 ` ǫb´z{2`1{2ξ.
Note that the noise on the right-hand side is not the same for different ǫ, but in
terms of its distribution it is.
We now pose a natural question: are there any scalings of the KPZ equation
under which it is invariant? If so, then we can hope to scale growth processes in
the same way to arrive at the KPZ equation. However, one can check that there is
no way to do this! On the other hand, there are certain weak scalings which fix the
KPZ equation. By weak, we mean that simultaneously as we scaling time, space
and fluctuations, we also can put tuning parameters in front of certain terms in
the KPZ equation and scale them with ǫ. In other words, we simultaneously scale
time, space and fluctuations, as well as the model. Let us consider two such weak
scalings.
Weak non–linearity scaling: Take b “ 1{2, z “ 2. The first and third terms
stay fixed, but the middle term blows up. Thus, insert the constant λǫ in front of
the nonlinear term pBxhq2 and set λǫ “ ǫ1{2. Under this scaling, the KPZ equation
is mapped to itself.
Weak noise scaling: Take b “ 0, z “ 2. Under this scaling, the linear Bxxh
and nonlinear pBxhq2 terms stay fixed, but now the noise blows up. So insert βǫ
in front of the noise term and set βǫ “ ǫ1{2, and again the KPZ equation stays
invariant.
One can hope that these rescalings are attractive. In other words, if you take
models with a parameter (nonlinearity or noise) that can be tuned, that these
models will all converge to the same limiting object. We will see that weak non–
linearity scaling can be applied to particle growth processes and weak noise scaling
can be applied to directed polymers.
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We would be remise at this point if we did not mention the broader notion
of KPZ universality (see [15, 37] for surveys on this subject). It was predicted
by [18, 25] is that under b “ 1{2 and z “ 3{2 scaling (called KPZ scaling) the
KPZ equation should have non-trivial limiting behavior. The exact nature of this
limiting behavior (called the KPZ fixed point in [17]) is still somewhat nebulous
as we will briefly observe. The fixed point should be the limit of particle growth
processes and directed polymers. To understand more about the KPZ fixed point,
we will need to develop exact solvability, which will be done in later sections.
Here is a fact (which can be shown, for instance from the approximation of the
KPZ equation from ASEP). If we start KPZ with two–sided Brownian motion, then
later it will be a two–sided Brownian motion plus a height shift. One can see this by
showing that particle systems preserve random walks. This suggests b “ 1{2 (the
Brownian scaling). In this case, the only way to avoid blowup is to take z “ 3{2.
So this suggests that KPZ scaling is, indeed, a natural candidate. But in this case,
it looks like the noise and the linear term disappears. What would be left would be
the inviscid Burgers equation. But this is not true, since, for example, the inviscid
Burgers equation is deterministic and also since the KPZ equation must preserve
Brownian motion, but the inviscid Burgers equation does not.
KPZ equation
KPZ fixed point
weak nonlinearity scaling weak noise scaling
KPZ scaling
b = 1/2
z = 3/2
b = 0
z = 2
b = 1/2
z = 2
βǫ = ǫ
1/2
λǫ = ǫ
1/2
processes models
Growth Directed polymer
Figure 3.1. Three types of scalings for the KPZ equation. Weak
noise and weak non–linearity scaling fix the equation whereas un-
der KPZ scaling, the KPZ equation should go to the (nebulous)
KPZ fixed point. It is believed (and in some cases shown) that
these ideas extend to a variety of growth processes and directed
polymer models.
Because we presently lack a stochastic description of the KPZ fixed point, most
of what we know about it comes from asymptotic analysis of a few exactly solvable
models. Moreover, most information comes in the form of knowledge of certain
marginal distributions of the space-time KPZ fixed point process.
In order to illustrate the ideas of weak universality of the KPZ equation, lets
consider the corner growth model, which is equivalent to ASEP. Growth of local
minima into local maxima occurs after independent exponentially distributed wait-
ing times of rate p and the opposite (local maxima shrinking into local minima)
occurs with rate q, with p ` q “ 1 and p ´ q “: γ ą 0. The step initial data
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corresponds to setting hγp0, xq “ |x|. Here we use hγpt, xq to record the height
function at time t above position x, for the model with asymmetry γ.
rate p
rate q
p+ q = 1, p− q = γ ∈ [0, 1]
hγ(t, x)
Figure 3.2. Corner growth model, or equivalently asymmetric
simple exclusion process (ASEP) started from step initial data.
The following theorem is an example of how the KPZ equation arises under
weak non–linearity scaling.
Theorem 3.4 ([3]). For the step initial data corner growth model,
zǫpt, xq “ 1
2
ǫ´1{2 exp
ˆ
´ǫ1{2hǫ1{2pǫ´2t, ǫ´1xq ` ǫ´3{2 t
2
˙
converges to the solution to the SHE with δx“0 initial distribution. Convergence here
means as probability measures on Cprδ˜, T s,CpRqq (continuous functions of time to
the space of continuous spatial trajectories) for any δ˜, T ą 0.
What about weak noise scaling? One example of how this leads to the KPZ
equation is through directed polymers, a class of models introduced in [22]. To
motivate this, lets return to the heat equation with deterministic potential:
Btz “ 1
2
Bxxz ` vz.
Recall the Feynman-Kac representation. Consider a Brownian motion run back-
wards in time, fixed so that bptq “ x, and let Ebptq“x represent the expectation with
respect to this Brownian motion. Then
zpt, xq “ Ebptq“x
„
z0pbp0qq exp
ˆż t
0
vps, bpsqqds
˙
.
Exercise 3.5. Prove this. Hint: This can be proved via a chaos series in v.
Even if z0 is not a function, this can still make sense. For example, if z0pxq “
δx“0 then the entire expression is killed if you don’t end up at 0. Thus we can
replaced Brownian motion with a Brownian bridge at the cost of a factor of ppt, xq.
What if v “ ξκ “ ppκ ˚ξqpt, xq? Then the solution, zκ, to the mollified equation
Btzκ “ 1
2
Bxxzκ ` ξκzκ
can be represented via the following path integral
zκpt, xq “ Ebptq“x
„
z0pbp0qq exp
ˆż t
0
ξκps, bpsqqds´ cκp0qt
2
˙
,
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t
x
v
0
z0
Figure 3.3. Path integral solution to heat equation with potential v.
where cκpxq “ ppκ ˚ pκqpxq. See [5] for more on this.
Let us discretize this whole picture. We will discretize the white noise by i.i.d.
random variables and the Brownian motion by a simple symmetric random walk.
Consider up/right paths π on pZ`q2. Let wij be i.i.d. random variables and β ą 0
be inverse temperature. Let the partition function be
ZβpM,Nq “
ÿ
π:p1,1qÑpM,Nq
eβ
ř
pi,jqPπ wij ,
where the summation is over all paths π (as in Figure 3.4) which start at p1, 1q,
and take unit steps in the p1, 0q or p0, 1q directions and terminate at pM,Nq.
This satisfies a discrete SHE
ZβpM,Nq “ eβwM,N`ZβpM ´ 1, Nq ` ZβpM,N ´ 1q˘.
The similarity to the SHE becomes more apparent if you make the change of vari-
ables ZβpM,Nq “ 2M`N Z˜βpM,Nq, eβwi,j “ 1` ξi,j and iterate the recursion once
more. The resulting equation can then be organized as
Z˜βpM,Nq ´ Z˜βpM ´ 1, N ´ 1q
“ 1
2
´
Z˜βpM ´ 2, Nq ´ 2Z˜βpM ´ 1, N ´ 1q ` Z˜βpM,N ´ 2q
¯
`multiplicative noise,
where multiplicative noise is the sum of products of ξ’s multiplied by single Z˜β
terms. If M ` N is interpreted as time, and M ´ N as space, this looks like a
discrete SHE.
Theorem 3.6 ([1]). Let wi,j have finite eighth moment. Then there exist ex-
plicit constants Cpt, x,Nq (depending on the distribution of wi,j) such that
ZNpt, xq :“ Cpt, x,NqZ2
´1{2N´1{4ptN ` x
?
N, tN ´ x
?
Nq
converges as N Ñ 8 to zp2t, 2xq where z is the solution of the SHE with δx“0
initial data.
Here N is playing the role of ǫ´2 from before, and this is readily recognized as
a weak noise scaling limit.
In the next section we will consider a semi-discrete polymer in which M has
been taken large and the discrete sums of wi,j become Brownian increments. For a
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M
N
pi
wi,j
Figure 3.4. Discrete polymer path π moving through random
potential of wi,j .
modification of this semi-discrete polymer model we will give a proof of an analogous
weak noise scaling limit.
4. Weak noise convergence of polymers to SHE
The O’Connell–Yor partition function (also called the semi–discrete polymer
or semi-discrete SHE) at inverse temperature β ą 0 is defined by
ZβpT,Nq :“
ż
0ďs1ăs2ă¨¨¨ăsN´1ăT
d~seβ
`
BN1 p0,s1q`BN2 ps1,s2q`...BNN psN´1,T q
˘
,
where BNi pa, bq “ BNi pbq ´BNi paq with tBNi uNi“1 independent Brownian motions.
t
N
s1 s2 sN−1· · ·
1
2
N − 1
...
BN
BN−1
Figure 4.1. O’Connell–Yor polymer partition function.
Theorem 4.1 ([32] (see also [34]). There exist explicit constants Cpt, x,Nq
such that
ZN pt, xq :“ Cpt, x,NqZN
´1{4ptN ` x
?
N, tNq
converges as N Ñ8 to zpt, xq{ppt, xq where z is the solution of the SHE with δx“0
initial data and ppt, xq is the heat kernel. Moreover, there exists a coupling of the
Brownian motions BNj with ξ so the convergence occurs in L
2pΩ,F ,Pq as well.
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This theorem is proved by developing ZβpT,Nq into a semi-discrete chaos series.
Let us, therefore, recall the continuous chaos series for the solution to the SHE with
delta initial data:
zp1, 0q
pp1, 0q “
8ÿ
k“0
I˜kp1, 0q
where, due to the division by pp1, 0q we have slightly modified chaos terms
I˜kp1, 0q “
ż
∆k
d~s
ż
Rk
d~xρkp~s, ~xqξbkp~s, ~xq.
Here we have again used the notation
∆kptq “ t0 ď s1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă sk ă tu, with ∆kp1q “: ∆k
and
ρkp~s, ~xq “ pk;1,0p~s, ~xq
pp1, 0q “
pp1´ sk, xkqppsk ´ sk´1, xk ´ xk´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pps1, x1q
pp1, 0q .
Note that ρkp~s, ~xq represents the transition density of a Brownian bridge from p0, 0q
to p1, 0q going through the points ~x at times ~s. We will not prove Theorem 4.1,
but instead will prove a result about a slightly modified polymer partition function,
which is itself a key step in proving Theorem 4.1.
Definition 4.2. The modified semi-discrete polymer partition function is de-
fined as
Z˜βpT,Nq “ |∆N´1pT q|´1
ż
∆N´1pT q
d~s
Nź
j“1
`
1` βBjpsj´1, sjq
˘
,
where by convention s0 “ 0 and sN “ T .
Note that for a measurable set A P Rn, we use |A| represent the Lebesgue
measure of the set. Also, observe that for small β we have the first order expansion
eβBjpsj´1,sjq « 1` βBjpsj´1, sjq.
Theorem 4.3 ([32]). As N Ñ8, we have the following weak convergence
Z˜N
´1{4pN,Nq Ñ zp1, 0q
pp1, 0q .
Moreover, there exists a coupling of the BNj with ξ so that this convergence occurs
in L2pΩ,F ,Pq.
Note that we have included superscript N on the BNj since, though for each N 
BNj
(N
j“1 are marginally independent Brownian motions, as N varies these collec-
tions of curves are not independent and, in fact, are built from the same probability
space on which ξ is defined. The L2pΩ,F ,Pq convergence certainly implies the weak
convergence.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We proceed in three steps. In Step (1) we describe
the coupling of the BNj with ξ. In Step (2) we express Z˜
βpN, T q as a semi–discrete
chaos series and then using the coupling to express this as a continuous chaos
series in ξ. Finally, in Step (3) we use convergence of the Poisson jump process
to Brownian bridge to conclude termwise convergence of the chaos series, and the
convergence of the entire chaos series too.
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Step (1): Define the function
ϕN ps, xq “
ˆ
s
N
,
x´ s?
N
˙
.
This maps the square r0, N s2 to the rhombus tpt, yq : 0 ď t ď 1,´t?N ď y ď
p1´ tq?Nu. Call
INj ptq “
„
j ´ 1?
N
´
?
Nt,
j?
N
´
?
Nt

.
ϕN
N
√
N
0 0
0 1N
I
(N)
j (t) =
[
j−1√
N
−
√
Nt, j√
N
−
√
Nt
]
t
−
√
N
Figure 4.2. The mapping ϕN used to build the coupling of the
BNj with ξ.
Exercise 4.4. Show that since ϕN has Jacobian N´3{2, if we define
BNj ps1, s2q “ N3{4
ż s2{N
s1{N
ds
ż
INj psq
dxξps, xq,
then tBNj p0, squjPrNs,sPr0,Ns are independent standard Brownian motions.
We will use this coupling.
Step (2): Let us rewrite Z˜βpT,Nq via an expectation. Let X‚ be distributed as
the trajectory on r0, T s of a Poisson jump process with X0 “ 1 (i.e. starting at 1
and increasing by 1 after independent exponential waiting times).
Exercise 4.5. Show that conditioning X‚ on the event that XT “ N , the
jump times of X‚ (labeled s1, . . . , sN´1) are uniform over the simplex 0 ă s1 ă
. . . ă sN´1 ă T with measure
d~s
|∆N´1pT q|1~xP∆N´1pT q.
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We may rewrite
Z˜βpT,Nq “ E
«
Nź
j“1
´
1` β
ż T
0
1Xs“jdBjpsq
¯ ˇˇˇ
XT “ N
ff
,
“
Nÿ
k“0
βkJ˜kpT,Nq
J˜kpT,Nq “ E
»
–ż
r0,T sk
ÿ
~iPDN
k
kź
j“1
1Xsj“ijdBij psjq|XT “ N
fi
fl ,
where
DNk “ ti P Zk` : 1 ď i1 ă i2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ik ď Nu.
and (for use later)
BDNk “ ti P Zk` : 1 ď i1 ď i2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ik ď N with at least one equalityu.
The expectation can be taken inside yielding
J˜kpT,Nq “
ż
r0,T sk
ÿ
~iPDN
k
PpXs1 “ i1, . . . , Xsk “ ik|XT “ NqdBi1ps1q ¨ ¨ ¨dBik pskq.
We would like to use the coupling now, so it makes sense to change our probabilities
into the variables of the image of ϕN . Call
ρN ps, t, x, yq “ P
´
XNpt´sq “ r
?
Ny `Nts´ r
?
Nx`Nss
¯
and
ρNk p~s, ~xq “
Nk{2ρN psk, 1;xk, 0q
śk
j“1 ρ
N psj´1, sj , xj´1, xjq
ρN p0, 1; 0, 0q ,
where ~s P ∆k and ~x P Rk. This is the semi–discrete analog of ρkp~s, ~xq. The scaling
Nk{2 comes from local limit theorems. For f P L2p∆k ˆ Rkq define
}f}22 “
ż
∆k
ż
Rk
fp~s, ~xq2d~sd~x.
Using our coupling and the formula for ρNk we can rewrite
J˜kpN,Nq “ Nk{4
ż
r0,1sk
d~s
ÿ
~iPDN
k
kź
j“1
ż
INij
psjq
dxjρ
N
k p~s, ~xqξbkp~s, ~xq.
The N1{4 is the product of N´1{2 from the definition of ρNk and N
3{4 from the
coupling.
Step (3): Let us start by stating two lemma (we will not prove them here, though
their proofs are not so hard).
Lemma 4.6. There exists a constant c P p0,8q such that for all k,N ě 1,
}ρNk }22 ď ck}ρk}22.
Lemma 4.7. There exists a constant c P p0,8q such that for all N ě 1 we haveřN
k“1 }ρNk }22 ď C and for each k ě 1, limNÑ8 }ρNk ´ ρk}22 “ 0.
Given these lemmas, we deduce the following (which we prove).
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Lemma 4.8. The following convergence occurs in L2pΩ,F ,Pq:
lim
NÑ8
N´k{4J˜kpN,Nq “ I˜kp1, 0q.
Proof. Observe that
N´k{4J˜kpN,Nq “
ż
r0,1sk
ÿ
~iPrNsk
kź
j“1
ż
INij
psjq
dxjρ
N
k p~s, ~xqξbkp~s, ~xq
´
ż
r0,1sk
ÿ
~iPBDN
k
kź
j“1
ż
INij
psjq
dxjρ
N
k p~s, ~xqξbkp~s, ~xq
In the first term we can replace r0, 1sk by ∆kp1q and the
řśş
can be replaced
by
ş
Rk
(all since ρNk vanishes otherwise). By Lemma 4.7, we can conclude that the
first term limits to I˜kp1, 0q. Call ENk the second term. By Lemma 4.6
(4.1) E
“pENk q2‰ ď ck
ż
∆k
d~s
ÿ
iPBDN
k
kź
j“1
ż
INij
psjq
dxjpρkp~s, ~xqq2 “ Opck{Nq.
The 1{N factor can be understood as the cost of staying in the same level for two
samples of times. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 4.3. From Lemma 4.8 we know
that for each M ě 1,
lim
NÑ8
Mÿ
k“0
N´k{4J˜kpN,Nq “
Mÿ
k“0
I˜kp1, 0q
with convergence in L2pΩ,F ,Pq. From Section 3 we know that for all ǫ ą 0 there
exists M ě 1 such that
8ÿ
k“M
I˜kp1, 0q ă ǫ.
Thus, it remains to show that for all ǫ ą 0 there exists M ě 1 such that
8ÿ
k“M
N´k{4J˜kpN,Nq ă ǫ,
once N ąM . By Lemma 4.6 we can bound each term on the left-hand side of the
above expression by a constant times
}ρNk p~t, ~xq}22 ` E
“pENk q2‰.
By Lemma 4.6 and equation (4.1) these are both bounded by constants times
}ρkp~t, ~xq}22. This shows that
8ÿ
k“M
N´k{4J˜kpN,Nq ď c
8ÿ
k“M
I˜kp1, 0q
and hence taking M large enough this can be bounded by ǫ as desired. 
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5. Moments of q–TASEP via duality and Bethe ansatz
The past few sections have focused on making sense of the KPZ equation (via
the SHE) and then deriving various approximations for it. We turn to one such
approximation which enjoys certain exact solvability. This exact solvability goes
through in the limit to the KPZ equation / SHE. In that context, the exact solv-
ability amounts to the ability to write down simple and exact formulas for the
expectation (over the white noise ξ) of the solution to the SHE with delta initial
data. Unfortunately, the moment problem for the SHE is not well-posed, meaning
the knowledge of these moments does not determine its distribution. Thus, de-
spite the many formulas, this does not provide a direct rigorous route to exactly
solving the equation. By going to the below discretization, we preserve this exact
solvability while also resolving the issue of the moment problem well-posedness.
The interacting particle system q–TASEP will be the main subject of the re-
maining sections (for more on this model, see [8, 13, 15, 16]). It is a model for
traffic on a one–lane road where cars slow down as they approach the next one.
The scale on which this occurs is controlled by q P p0, 1q.
Particles are labeled right to left as x1ptq ą x2ptq ą . . . , where xiptq records the
location of particle i at time t. In continuous time each particle can jump right by
one according to independent exponential clocks of rate 1´ qgap, where gap is the
number of empty sites before the next right particle. In other words, for particle i
the gap is xi´1 ´ xi ´ 1.
rate 1− q4 rate 0 rate 1− q5 rate 1
x1(t)x2(t)x3(t)x4(t)
Figure 5.1. The q–TASEP with particles labeled xiptq and jump
rates written in.
Since the jumping of particle i only depends on i´ 1, it suffices to consider an
N–particle restriction. In this case, the state space is given by
XN :“  ~x “ px0, . . . , xN q : 8 “ x0 ą x1 ą . . . ą xN(.
The role of fixing x0 “ 8 is to have a virtual particle to make notation nicer. This
system can be encoded as a continuous time Markov process on XN .
Recall the following facts about Markov processes on X (see [28] for more
background on Markov processes and interacting particle systems). A Markov
process is defined via a semigroup tStutě0 with St1St2 “ St1`t2 and S0 “ Id, acting
on a suitable domain of functions f : X Ñ R. For f : X Ñ R in the domain of S,
define Ex
“
fpxptqq‰ “ Stfpxq, where X is the state space and Ex is expectation with
respect to starting state xp0q “ x. The generator of a Markov process is defined as
L “ lim
tÑ0
St ´ Id
t
and captures the process since
St “ etL “
ÿ
kě0
1
k!
ptLqk.
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It follows then that d
dt
St “ StL “ LSt, so for f : X Ñ R
d
dt
E
x
“
fpxptqq‰ “ Ex“Lfpxptqq‰ “ LEx“fpxptqq‰.
The generator of q–TASEP acts on f : XN Ñ R as
pLq´TASEP fqp~xq :“
Nÿ
i“1
p1 ´ qxi´1´xi´1q `fp~xi`q ´ fp~xq˘ ,
where ~xi
` “ px0, x1, . . . , xi` 1, . . . , xN q represents the movement of particle i by 1
to the right. Note that we will not worry here about specifying the domain of the
q–TASEP generator.
Consider the functions f1, . . . , fN defined by fnp~xq “ qxn . How can qxnptq
change in an instant of time?
dqxnptq “ p1´ qxn´1´xn´1qpqxn`1 ´ qxnqdt` noise (i.e. martingale)
“ p1´ qqpqxn´1´1 ´ qxnqdt` noise .
Now taking expectations gives
d
dt
Erqxnptqs “ p1´ qq
´
Erqxn´1ptq´1s ´ Erqxnptqs
¯
.
which shows that as a function of n P t1, . . . , Nu the expectations Erqxnptqs solve a
triangular, closed system of linear ordinary differential equations.
In order to generalize this system, and then ultimately solve it, we will use a
Markov duality.
Definition 5.1. Suppose xp¨q, yp¨q are independent Markov processes with
state spaces X,Y and generators LX , LY . Let H : X ˆ Y Ñ R be bounded
and measurable. Then we say xp¨q and yp¨q are dual with respect to H if for all
x P X, y P Y , LXHpx, yq “ LYHpx, yq.
Exercise 5.2. Show that duality implies ExrHpxptq, yqs “ EyrHpx, yptqqs for
all t and hence
d
dt
E
x
“
Hpxptq, yq‰ “ LXEx“Hpxptq, yq‰ “ LY Ex“Hpxptq, yq‰.
It turns out that q–TASEP enjoys a simple duality with a Markov process
called the q–Boson process [13, 38] (which is a special totally asymmetric zero
range process) with state space
Y N “  ~y “ py0, . . . , yNq|yi P Zě0(,
in which there can be yi particles above site i and in continuous time. According to
independent exponential clocks, one particle moves from i to i ´ 1 at rate 1 ´ qyi ,
nothing enters site N and nothing exits site 0 (so the total number of particles is
conserved over time).
The generator of the q–Boson process acts on functions h : Y N Ñ R as
pLq–Bosonhqp~yq :“
Nÿ
i“1
p1 ´ qyiq`hp~yi,i´1q ´ hp~yq˘,
where ~yi,i´1 “ py0, y1, . . . , yi´1`1, yi´1, . . . , yN q represents moving a particle from
i to i ´ 1. Note that q–TASEP gaps evolve according to the q–Boson jump rates.
So, in a sense, the duality we now present is actually a self-duality.
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i0 1 2 · · · N· · ·
yi(t)
rate 1− qyi(t)
rate 1− q3
rate 1− q
Figure 5.2. The q–Boson process.
Theorem 5.3 ([13]). As Markov processes, q–TASEP ~xptq P XN and q–Boson
process ~yptq P Y N are dual with respect to
Hp~x, ~yq “
Nź
i“0
qpxi`iqyi
with the convention that H “ 0 if y0 ą 0 and otherwise the product starts at i “ 1.
Proof. For all ~x, ~y,
pLq–TASEPHqp~x, ~yq “
Nÿ
i“1
p1´ qxi´1´xi´1qpHp~x`i , ~yq ´Hp~x, ~yqq
“
Nÿ
i“1
p1´ qxi´1´xi´1qpqyi ´ 1q
Nź
j“0
qpxj`jqyj
“
Nÿ
i“1
p1´ qyiqpHp~x, ~yi,i´1q ´Hp~x, ~yqq
“ pLq–BosonHqp~x, ~yq

We will use this theorem to solve for joint moments of qxnptq`n as n varies in
t1, . . . , Nu. In particular if we treat ~x as fixed then the duality implies
(5.1)
d
dt
E
~x
«
Nź
i“0
qpxiptq`iqyi
ff
“ Lq–BosonE~x
«
Nź
i“0
qpxiptq`iqyi
ff
,
where Lq–Boson acts in the ~y variables.
Proposition 5.4. Fix q–TASEP initial data ~x P XN . If h : Rě0 ˆ Y N Ñ R
solves
(1) For all ~y P Y N and t P Rě0
d
dt
hpt; ~yq “ Lq–Bosonhpt; ~yq;
(2) For all ~y P Y N ,
hp0; ~yq “ h0p~yq :“ Hp~x, ~yq;
Then for all ~y P Y N and t P Rě0, E~x
“
Hp~xptq, ~yq‰ “ hpt; ~yq.
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Proof. By (5.1), Proposition 5.4(1) must hold for E~xrHp~xptq, ~yqs and Proposi-
tion 5.4(2) follows by definition. Uniqueness follows because Lq–Boson preserves the
number of particles and restricts to a triangular system of coupled ODEs on each k–
particle subspace. Then, standard ODE uniqueness results [14] imply uniqueness.
In other words, the system is closed due to particle conservation of the q–Boson
process. 
Since the q–Boson process acts on k–particle subspaces, it preserves the state
spaces
Y Nk “
 
~y P Y N :
ÿ
yi “ k
(
.
For ~y P Y Nk we can associate a vector of weakly ordered particle locations in
W kě0 “
 
~n “ pn1 ě . . . ě nk ě 0q
(
.
Write ~np~yq and ~yp~nq for this association. For example, if N “ 3 and k “ 4 and
~y “ py0 “ 0, y1 “ 3, y2 “ 0, y3 “ 1q then ~n “ p3, 1, 1, 1q. We will abuse notation
and write hpt, ~nq :“ hpt, ~ypnqq.
In order to solve the system of equations for h, its more convenient to work in
these n coordinates. Let us consider how the system looks for different k.
For k “ 1, ~n “ pnq and the evolution equation becomes
d
dt
hpt;~nq “ p1´ qq∇hpt;~nq,
where p∇fqpnq “ fpn ´ 1q ´ fpnq. This is just the generator of a single q–Boson
particle moving.
For k “ 2, ~n “ pn1 ě n2q and we must consider two cases
‚ If n1 ą n2, then we have for Proposition 5.4(1)
d
dt
hpt;n1, n2q “
2ÿ
i“1
p1´ qq∇ihpt;n1, n2q.
‚ If n1 “ n2 “ n then
d
dt
hpt;n, nq “ p1´ q2q∇2hpt;n, nq,
where we have chosen ∇2 in order to preserve the order of ~n so as to stay
in W kě0. Unfortunately this is not constant coefficient or separable so it
is not a priori clear how to solve it. Moreover, as k grows the number of
boundary cases may grow quite rapidly like 2k´1.
To resolve this, we use an idea of Bethe [6] from 1931. We try to rewrite in
terms of solution to k particle free evolution equation subject to k ´ 1 two–body
boundary conditions. Usually this is not possible and one has many body boundary
conditions, but if it is possible then we say the system is coordinate Bethe ansatz
solvable. Let us see this idea in motion.
For k “ 2 consider u : Rě0 ˆ Z2ě0 Ñ R which satisfies
d
dt
upt;~nq “
2ÿ
i“1
p1´ qq∇iupt;~nq.
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Then, when n1 ą n2 this right–hand–side exactly matches that of the true evolution
equation. However, for n1 “ n2 “ n the two right hand sides differ by
(5.2)
2ÿ
i“1
p1´ qq∇iupt;n, nq ´ p1 ´ q2q∇2upt;n, nq.
If we could find a u such that (5.2) ” 0 then when we restrict u to t~n : n1 ě n2u,
it will actually solve the true evolution equation: u|~nPW 2ě0 “ h. The boundary
condition is equivalent to
p∇1 ´ q∇2qu|n1“n2 ” 0.
The only way we might hope to find such a u is to tinker with the initial data
outside the set W 2ě0. In a sense, this is like an advanced version of the reflection
principle.
For k “ 3, we might need more than two body boundary conditions (e.g.
n1 “ n2 “ n3), but amazingly all higher order cases follow from the two body
cases. Hence we have a coordinate Bethe ansatz solvable system. This is shown by
the following result.
Proposition 5.5. If u : Rě0 ˆ Zkě0 Ñ R solves
(1) For all ~n P Zkě0 and t P Rě0,
d
dt
upt;~nq “
kÿ
i“1
p1´ qq∇iupt;~nq;
(2) For all ~n P Zkě0 such that ni “ ni`1 for some i P t1, . . . , k ´ 1u and all
t P Rě0,
p∇i ´ q∇i`1qupt;~nq “ 0;
(3) For all ~n PW kě0, up0;~nq “ h0p~nq;
Then for all ~n PW kě0, hpt;~nq “ upt;~nq.
Exercise 5.6. Prove the proposition. Hint: if n1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ nc ą nc`1 then use
the boundary condition to replace
řc
i“1p1 ´ qq∇i by p1 ´ qcq∇c, and use this to
rewrite the free evolution equation into Lq–Boson (when written in terms of the ~n
variables).
It is possible to solve this for general h, cf. [11]. We will focus only on the
particular case h0p~nq “
śk
i“1 1nią0. This initial data corresponds (via Proposition
5.4) with studying step initial data q–TASEP where xip0q “ ´i for i “ 1, . . . , N .
Then H
`
~x, ~yp~nq˘ “śki“1 qxni ptq`ni “ 1 as long as all ni ě 0. Thus, taking h0p~nq “śk
i“1 1nią0 and solving the system in Proposition 5.5 we find that for ~n PW kě0,
E
step
«
kź
i“1
qxni ptq`ni
ff
“ upt;~nq.
The idea for solving this (in fact for general initial data) also traces back to Bethe
[6]. First, solve the one particle free evolution equation (fundamental solution).
Then, use linearity to take superpositions of fundamental solutions in order to try
to satisfy boundary and initial conditions. It is not a priori obvious that this will
work ... but it does.
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6. Exact formulas and the replica method
The goal of the first part of this section is to explicitly solve the true evolu-
tion equation with initial data h0p~nq “
śk
i“1 1nią0. This will yield a formula for
Esteprśki“1 qxniptq`ni s. We will utilize Proposition 5.5 which reduces this to solving
the free evolution equation subject to two–body boundary conditions. Let us start
with the case k “ 1 (for which there are no boundary conditions). For z P Czt1u
define
uzpt;nq :“ e
pq´1qtz
p1 ´ zqn .
It is immediate to check that Proposition 5.5(1) is satisfied:
d
dt
uzpt;nq “ p1´ qq∇uzpt;nq.
Since k “ 1, Proposition 5.5(2) is not present so it remains to check 3). Note that
linear combinations of uzpt;nq over z’s still solve Proposition 5.5(1). Consider then
upt;nq “ ´1
2πi
¿
uzpt;nqdz
z
,
where the contour contains 1 but not 0. When t “ 0 and n ě 1 expand contours
to infinity. We have at least z´2 decay at infinity hence no residue (recall from [2])
at infinity. However, we crossed a first order pole at z “ 0 which gives up0;nq ” 1.
When n ď 0, there is, on the other hand, no pole at at z “ 1, hence the integral is
necessarily zero. This shows Proposition 5.5(3).
Hence we have proved that
E
step
“
qxnptq`n
‰ “ upt;nq “ ´1
2πi
¿
epq´1qtz
p1 ´ zqn
dz
z
.
We will now state the general k version of this result. This may appear as something
of a rabbit pulled out of a hat. The origins of this formula are demystified in Section
9.
Theorem 6.1. Proposition 5.5 with h0p~nq “
śk
i“1 1nią0 is solved by
upt;~nq “ p´1q
kqkpk´1q{2
p2πiqk
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿ ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ qzB
kź
j“1
uzjpt;njq
dzj
zj
,
with contours such that the zA contour contains tqzBuBąA and 1 but not 0.
Corollary 6.2. For all ~n PW kě0,
E
step
«
kź
i“1
qxni ptq`ni
ff
“ upt;~nq
“ p´1q
kqkpk´1q{2
p2πiqk
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿ ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ qzB
kź
j“1
epq´1qtzj
p1´ zjqnj
dzj
zj
.
Since q P p0, 1q and xnptq`n ě 0, the observable qxnptq`n P p0, 1s. Hence, knowl-
edge of the joint moments of tqxnptq`nunPt1,...,Nu for fixed t completely characterizes
their distribution, and hence also the distribution of txnptqunPt1,...,Nu! Later, we will
see how to extract some useful distributional formulas from these moments.
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1qq
2
z3
z2
z1
Figure 6.1. Nested contours for Theorem 6.1.
Exercise 6.3. Prove Theorem 6.1. Parts (1) and (3) clearly generalize the
k “ 1 case. For (2) study the effect of applying ∇i´ q∇i`1 to integrand, and show
integral of result is 0.
In the remaining part of this section I will study how q–TASEP and its duality
and moment formulas behave as q Õ 1. Doing so, we will encounter a semi–discrete
stochastic heat equation or equivalently the O’Connell–Yor semi–discrete directed
polymer model. In our next section we will return to q–TASEP and study some
distributional properties.
From duality we know that the q–TASEP dynamics satisfy (for some Martingale
Mnptq)
dqxnptq`n “ p1´ qq∇qxnptq`ndt` qxnptq`ndMnptq
qxnp0q`n ” 1ně1 (for step initial data).
This suggests that as q Õ 1 the (properly scaled) observable qxnptq`n might con-
verge to the semi–discrete SHE.
Definition 6.4. A function z : Rě0 ˆ Zě0 Ñ Rě0 solves the semi–discrete
SHE with initial data z0 : Zě0 Ñ Rě0 if:
dzpτ ;nq “ ∇zpτ ;nqdτ ` zpτ ;nqdBnpτq
zp0;nq “ z0pnq.
Theorem 6.5 ([8]). For q–TASEP with step initial data, set
q “ e´ǫ, t “ ǫ´2τ, xnptq “ ǫ´2τ ´ pn´ 1qǫ´1 log ǫ´1 ´ ǫ´1Fǫpτ ;nq
(this third equation above defines Fǫ) and call zǫpτ ;nq “ exp
 ´ 3τ{2` Fǫpτ ;nq(.
Then as a space time process zǫpτ ;nq converges weakly to zpτ ;nq with z0pnq “ 1n“1
initial data.
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Heuristic proof sketch. The initial data is clear since zǫp0;nq “ ǫn´1eǫn Ñ
1n“1.
As for the dynamics, observe that for dτ small,
dFǫpτ ;nq « Fǫpτ ;nq ´ Fǫpτ ´ dτ ;nq
“ ǫ´1dτ ´ ǫ`xnpǫ´2τq ´ xnpǫ´2τ ´ ǫ´2dτq˘
Under scaling, the q–TASEP jump rates are given by
1´ qxn´1ptq´xnptq´1 “ 1´ ǫeFǫpτ ;n´1q´Fǫpτ ;nq `Opǫ2q.
So in time ǫ´2dτ, by convergence of Poisson point process to Brownian motion
ǫ
`
xnpǫ´2τq ´ xnpǫ´2τ ´ ǫ´2dτq
˘
« ǫ´1dτ ´ eFǫpτ ;n´1q´Fǫpτ ;nqdτ ´ pBnpτq ´Bnpτ ´ dτqq.
Thus we see that (using little oh notation)
dFǫpτ ;nq « eFǫpτ ;n´1q´Fǫpτ ;nqdτ ` dBnpτq ` op1q
Exponentiating and applying Itoˆ’s lemma gives
deFǫpτ ;nq “
ˆ
1
2
eFǫpτ ;nq ` eFǫpτ ;n´1q
˙
dτ ` eFǫpτ ;nqdBnpτq ` op1q
or going to zǫ,
dzǫpτ ;nq “ ∇zǫpτ ;nqdτ ` zǫpτ ;nqdBnpτq ` op1q
and as ǫŒ 0 we recover the semi–discrete SHE. 
Theorem 6.5 implies that for q “ e´ǫ,
qxnpǫ
´2τqeǫ
´1τ ǫn´1e´3τ{2 ÝÑ zpτ ;nq.
Though not shown in the proof, it is quite reasonable to imagine (and perhaps
prove, without too much additional work) moments converge as well. We will
check this (somewhat indirectly) in two steps. First, we will take limits of our
known q–TASEP moments. Second, we will compute directly the semi–discrete
SHE moments. Consider
(6.1) Estep
«
kź
i“1
qxnpǫ
´2τqeǫ
´1τ ǫni´1e´3τ{2
ff
“ p´1q
kqkpk´1q{2
p2πiqk
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿ ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ qzB
kź
j“1
epq´1qǫ
´2τzj`ǫ´1τ´3τ{2
pǫ´1p1´ zjqqnj
ǫ´1dzj
dzj
.
with q “ e´ǫ. Change variables z “ e´ǫz˜, then as ǫŒ 0
zA ´ zB
zA ´ qzB Ñ
z˜A ´ z˜B
z˜A ´ z˜B ´ 1 ,
1
pǫ´1p1´ zjqqnj Ñ
1
pz˜jqnj ,
ǫ´1dzj
zj
Ñ ´dz˜j,
pq ´ 1qǫ´2τzj ` ǫ´1τ ´ 3τ
2
Ñ τpz˜j ´ 1q
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and hence
lim
ǫŒ0
(6.1) “ 1p2πiqk
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿ ź
1ďAăBăďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ zB ´ 1
kź
j“1
eτpzj´1q
z
nj
j
dzj ,
with the zA contour containing tzB ` 1uBąA and 0.
z1zk−1
zk
Figure 6.2. Nested contours for semi-discrete SHE moment for-
mulas. The dashed contours represent the image under addition
by 1 of the zk and zk´1 contours. Notice that the zk´1 contour
includes both the zk contour and its image under addition by 1.
This is the nature of the nesting.
We will now check that
lim
ǫŒ0
(6.1) “ E
«ź
j“1
zpτ ;njq
ff
.
This is done through a limit version of the duality for q–TASEP. This now goes by
the name of the polymer replica method. For this we should recall the Feymann–
Kac representation, as briefly do now.
Consider a homogeneous Markov process generator L and deterministic poten-
tial v. We will provide a path integral or directed polymer interpretation for the
solution to
d
dt
zpt, xq “ pLzqpt, xq ` vpt, xqzpt, xq
zp0, xq “ z0pxq.
Let ϕp¨q be the Markov process with generator L run backwards in time from t to
0 and let Et,x be the associated expectation operator. For example, for L “ ∇,
trajectories of ϕ look like in Figure 6.3.
Let ppt, xq “ Et,x “1ϕp0q“0‰ be the heat kernel for L.
For v ” 0, by superposition / linearity of expectation we have
zpt, xq “ Et,x rz0pϕp0qqs .
When v is turned on, Duhamel’s principle allows us to write
zpt, xq “
ż
R
ppt, x´ yqz0pyqdµpyq `
ż t
0
ds
ż
R
dµpyqppt´ s, y ´ xqzps, yqvps, yq,
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t
x
0
ϕ(·)
Figure 6.3. A possible trajectory in the Feynman-Kac representation.
where µ is measure on the state space (e.g. Lebesgue or counting measure). This
identity can be applied repeatedly to yield an infinite series (which is convergent
under mild hypothesis) and which can be identified with
zpt, xq “ Et,x
„
z0pϕp0qq ¨ exp
"ż t
0
vps, ϕpsqqdµpsq
*
,
which is called the Feynman-Kac representation.
Exercise 6.6. Prove the Feynman-Kac representation using chaos series in v.
When v is random (Gaussian) care is needed, as we must deal with stochastic
integrals. This leads to something called the Wick or Girsanov correction. For
zpτ ;nq with vpτ ;nqdτ “ dBnpτq and L “ ∇ this yields
zpτ ;nq “ Et,x
„
z0pϕp0qq exp
"ż τ
0
dBϕpsqpsq ´ ds
2
*
,
which is called the O’Connell Yor polymer partition function. The study of general
directed polymer models is quite interesting but will be too far off–topic.
t
n
0
ϕ(·)
z0
Bn
Bn−1
Figure 6.4. The O’Connell Yor polymer partition function.
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Define z¯pτ ;~nq “ E
”śk
i“1 zpτ ;niq
ı
then applying the Feynman-Kac representa-
tion to each zpτ ;niq with ϕip¨q and Ei associated to zi, we find
z¯pτ ;~nq “ E
«
kź
i“1
E
τ,ni
i
„
z0pϕip0qq ¨ exp
"ż τ
0
dBϕipsqpsq ´
ds
2
*ff
.
By interchanging the E and Eτ,n11 ¨ ¨ ¨ Eτ,nkk we get
z¯pτ ;~nq “ Eτ,n11 ¨ ¨ ¨Eτ,nkk
«
kź
i“1
z0pϕip0qq ¨ E
«
exp
#ż t
0
kÿ
i“1
dBϕipsqpsq ´
ds
2
+ffff
.
Using ErekX s “ ek2σ2{2 for X „ N p0, σ2q we find:
Exercise 6.7.
E
«
exp
#ż t
0
kÿ
i“1
dBϕipsqpsq ´
ds
2
+ff
“ exp
#ż t
0
ÿ
1ďiăjďk
1ϕipsq“ϕjpsqds
+
or in other words, the exponential of the pair local overlap time.
Thus
z¯pτ ;~nq “ Eτ ;~n
«
kź
i“1
z0pϕip0qq exp
#ż τ
0
ÿ
1ďiăjďk
1ϕipsq“ϕjpsqds
+ff
.
Exercise 6.8. Applying Feynman-Kac again shows that zpτ ;~nq with τ P
Rě0, ~n P Zką0 is the unique solution to the semi–discrete delta Bose gas:
d
dt
z¯pτ ;~nq “
˜
kÿ
i“1
∇i `
ÿ
1ďiăjďk
1ni“nj
¸
z¯pτ ;~nq,
z¯p0;~nq “
kź
i“1
z0pniq.
Notice that the above system involves functions that are symmetric in n1, . . . , nk
whereas the nested contour integral formula we computed above for z¯pτ ;~nq is only
valid on n1 ě n2 ě . . . ě nk, and clearly not symmetric. It is possible to check
that extending the integral formula symmetrically we get a solution to the above
system. Alternatively we can show how the above delta Bose gas can be rewritten
in terms of a free evolution equation with boundary conditions.
Proposition 6.9 ([13]). If u : Rě0 ˆ Zkě0 Ñ Rě0 solves
(1) For all ~n P pZě0qk and τ P Rě0,
d
dt
upτ ;~nq “
kÿ
i“1
∇iupτ ;~nq.
(2) For all ~n P Zkě0 such that for some i P t1, . . . , k ´ 1u, ni “ ni`1,
p∇i ´∇i`1 ´ 1qupτ ;~nq “ 0.
(3) For all ~n PW kě0, up0;~nq “ z¯0p~nq.
Then for all ~n PW kě0, upτ ;~nq “ z¯pτ ;~nq.
Exercise 6.10. Prove this proposition.
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Exercise 6.11. Check our limiting integral formulas satisfy proposition, hence
proving that their restriction to ~n PW kě0 gives z¯pτ ;~nq.
Exercise 6.12. Reverse engineer the proof of the proposition in order to pro-
duce a delta Bose gas at the q–Boson level.
7. Unnesting the contours and moment asymptotics
In the last two sections we proved moment formulas for step initial data q–
TASEP and 1n“1 initial data semi–discrete SHE: For n1 ě . . . ě nk ą 0
E
«
kź
j“1
q
xnj ptq`nj
ff
“ p´1q
kqkpk´1q{2
p2πiqk
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿ ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ qzB
kź
j“1
epq´1qtzj
p1´ zjqnj
dzj
zj
,
E
«
kź
j“1
zpτ ;njq
ff
“ 1p2πiqk
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿ ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ zB ´ 1
kź
j“1
eτpzj´1q
z
nj
j
dzj
with nested contours.
We will now look to study the growth, for instance, of E
“
zpτ, nqk‰ as τ and
n go to infinity. This, it turns out, will require us to figure out how to unnest
the contours so as to perform asymptotic analysis. But first, let us motivate this
investigation with a story and a new concept – intermittency.
Parabolic Anderson Models are a class of models for mass transport or popu-
lation dynamics in a disordered environment. We will be focusing on one spatial
dimension, but as motivation consider algae in the sea. Algae can grow (or du-
plicate), die or move. The growth / death is very much a function of the local
conditions (heat, sun light, nutrients, etc.) while the movement can be thought as
due to steady currents.
We would like to understand certain intermittent behaviors, like the occurrence
of large spikes in population for a little while in certain isolated areas.
Let us model the ocean as Z and think of algae as unit mass particles at
the sites of Z. There are no restrictions on particles per site, and in fact each
particle evolves independent of others, only coupled through interaction with a
common environment. In particular in continuous time, particles do three things
independently:
‚ split into two unit mass particles at exponential rate r`pτ, nq;
‚ die at exponential rate r´pτ, nq;
‚ jump to the right by 1 at rate 1.
The functions r` and r´ represent an environment.
Figure 7.1. Particles choose amongst: (Left) duplication; (cen-
ter) death; (right) jump right.
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Call mpτ, nq the expected total mass (expectation over the random evolution).
Then one sees that
d
dτ
mpτ, nq “ ∇mpτ, nq ` `r`pτ, nq ´ r´pτ, nq˘mpτ, nq.
If the individual masses are very small, yet very many then this actually describes
the mass density evolution.
If the environment r`, r´ is quickly and randomly evolving, then it may be
appropriate to model r`pτ, nq ´ r´pτ, nq by white noise in which case
dmpτ, nq “ ∇mpτ, nqdτ ` dBnpτqmpτ, nq
and we recover the semi–discrete SHE.
Initial data mp0, nq “ 1n“1 corresponds with starting a single cluster of parti-
cles at n “ 1 and letting them evolve.
It makes sense when studying this in large time, to scale τ and n proportionally
like n “ ντ (ν “ 1 making the most sense). We expect to see the overall population
die out (though never reach 0) at a certain exponential rate. However, we would
like to understand how often or likely it is to see spikes above this background level.
One measure of this is through Lyapunov exponents.
Definition 7.1. Assuming they exist, the almost sure Lyapunov exponent is
γ˜1pνq :“ lim
τÑ8
1
τ
log zpτ, ντq
and for k ě 1, the k-th moment Lyapunov exponent is
γkpνq :“ lim
τÑ8
1
τ
logE
“
zpτ, ντqk‰.
If these exponents are strictly ordered like
γ˜1pνq ă γ1pνq ă γ2pνq
2
ă . . . ă γkpνq
k
ă . . .
then the system is called intermittent.
Intermittency implies that moments are only determined by tail behavior, and
higher moments probe higher into the tails.
Exercise 7.2. Use Jensen’s inequality to prove that there is always weak in-
equality among the Lyapunov exponents.
Exercise 7.3. Prove that if z is intermittent then for any α such that γkpνq
k
ă
α ă γk`1pνq
k`1 ,
P
`
zpτ, ντq ą eατ˘ ď e´pα´γkpνqk qτ .
Unfortunately, intermittency of z will preclude deducing the distribution of z
from its moments. We will return later to a way around this.
We will explicitly compute all of these exponents, starting with the γk’s. For
γ˜1, this will come later in a slightly different way.
In order to perform asymptotics of E
“
zpτ, ντqk‰, we should deform all contours
to ones on which we can use steepest descent analysis (see Appendix C for a sim-
ple worked out example). Such deformations may cross poles and hence pick up
residues. We will see how this works.
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Consider the case k “ 1:
Erzpτ, ντqs “ 1
2πi
¿
|z|“1
eτpz´1q
zντ
dz “ 1
2πi
¿
|z|“1
eτpz´1´ν log zqdz.
Call fpzq “ pz ´ 1q ´ ν log z and observe that f 1pzq “ 1 ´ ν{z and f2pzq “ ν{z2.
So f has a critical point at zc “ ν and f2pzcq “ 1{ν. To study the growth of the
integral we should look at Refpzq and deform contours to go through the critical
point.
+
+
−
−
ν
0
0 0
0
Figure 7.2. Contour plot of Refpzq ´ fpzcq so dotted line has
maximum at ν and is monotonically decreasing away.
Exercise 7.4. Show that Refpνeiθq is strictly decreasing on θ P r0, πs.
This implies that as τ Ñ 8, the integral localizes to its value at the critical
point. Since fpνq “ ν ´ 1´ ν log ν this means
γ1pνq “ ν ´ 1´ ν log ν.
Consider the k “ 2 case:
E
“
zpτ, ντq2‰ “ 1p2πiq2
¿ ¿
z1 ´ z2
z1 ´ z2 ´ 1e
fpz1q`fpz2qdz1dz2,
with nested contours for z1 and z2. In order to deform both contours to the steepest
descent curve we must deform z1 to z2. Doing this we encounter a pole at z1 “ z2`1.
The residue theorem implies
E
“
zpτ, ντq2‰ “ 1p2πiq2
¿ ¿
|z1|“|z2|“1
z1 ´ z2
z1 ´ z2 ´ 1e
fpz1q`fpz2qdz1dz2
` 1
2πi
¿
efpz2`1q`fpz2qdz2.
We must study growth of each term. The first term behaves like e2fpνqτ while the
second term requires closer consideration.
Set f˜pzq “ fpzq ` fpz ` 1q, then f˜ 1pzq “ 2 ´ ν{z ´ ν{pz ` 1q and so f˜ has a
critical point at zc “ 12 pν ´ 1 `
?
ν2 ` 1q. The plot of Ref˜pzq ´ f˜pzcq looks quite
similar to those for f , and hence the steepest descent proceeds similarly.
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So the second term is like ef˜pzcqτ . Comparing 2fpνq to f˜p1
2
pν ´ 1`?ν2 ` 1qq
we find the second is larger, hence determines the growth of E
“
zpτ, ντq2‰.
Theorem 7.5 ([9]). The k-th Lyapunov exponent for the semi-discrete SHE
are given by
γkpνq “ Hkpzc,kq,
where
Hkpzq “ kpk ´ 3q
2
` kz ´ ν log
˜
k´1ź
i“0
pz ` 1q
¸
and zc,k is the unique solution to H
1
kpzq “ 0, z P p0,8q.
Proof sketch. For general k case there are many terms to consider in de-
forming contours. However, there is an argument (which I won’t make here) that
shows its the term coming from taking the residue at
z1 “ zk ` k ´ 1, z2 “ zk ` k ´ 2, . . . , zk´1 “ zk ` 1
which matters. In terms of exponential terms this yields eτHkpzkq and steepest
descent analysis gives the result. 
Let us record γ˜1, to be proved later.
Theorem 7.6 ([33]). The almost sure Lyapunov exponent is given by
γ˜1pνq “ ´3
2
` inf
są0
`
s´ νψpsq˘
where ψpsq “ plog Γq1psq is the digamma function.
By comparing these exponents we see (in very high resolution) the intermittency
behavior of this model. We also see that the k–moments grow like eck
2
so they do
not determine the distribution of z.
We finish this section by showing how nested contour integrals (at the q–level)
expand into residual subspaces as all contours are deformed to that of zk. This
will also be important in studying the q-moment generating function in the next
section.
Theorem 7.7. Given nested contours γ1, . . . , γk and a function F pz1, . . . , zkq
which is analytic between the nested contours γ1, . . . , γk we have¿
γ1
dz1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γk
dzk
2πi
ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ qzB F pz1, . . . , zkq
“
ÿ
λ$k
¿
γk
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γkloomoon
ℓpλq
dµλp~wqEqp~w ˝ λq(7.1)
where λ $ k means λ partitions k, a partition λ “ pλ1 ě λ2 ě . . . ě λℓpλq ą 0q with
λi P Zě0,
ř
λi “ k, and mi “ |tj : λj “ iu|, the (complex valued) measure
dµλp~wq “ p1´ qq
kp´1qkq´kpk´1q{2
m1!m2! ¨ ¨ ¨ det
„
1
wiqλi ´ wj
ℓpλq
i,j“1
ˆ
ℓpλqź
j“1
w
λj
j q
λjpλj´1q{2 dwj
2πi
,
(7.2)
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and the function
Eqpz1, . . . , zkq “
ÿ
σPSk
ź
1ďBăAďk
zσpAq ´ qzσpBq
zσpAq ´ zσpBq
F pzσp1q, . . . , zσpkqq
with
~w ˝ λ “ pw1, qw1, . . . , qλ1´1w1, w2, qw2, . . . , qλ2´1w2, . . . , wℓ, qwℓ, . . . , qλl´1wℓq
where ℓ “ ℓpλq.
Proof. Let us consider an example, k “ 3, to get an idea of residue expansion
structure. The cross term (which gives poles) is
z1 ´ z2
z1 ´ qz2
z1 ´ z3
z1 ´ qz3
z2 ´ z3
z2 ´ qz3 .
As γ2 deforms to γ3 we cross poles at z2 “ qz3. We can either take the residue or
the integral.
‚ Residue: Cross term becomes z1´z3
z1´qz3 z3pq´1q and only the z1, z2 integrals
survive. As γ1 deforms to γ3 it crosses a pole at z1 “ q2z3. Again we can
either pick the residue or integral.
‚ Integral: Cross term remains the same. Now shrink γ1 to γ2. It crosses
poles at z1 “ qz2 and z1 “ qz3. We can pick either of these residues or
the integral.
In total, get five terms for various residual subspaces: z1 “ qz2 and z2 “ qz3;
z1, z2 “ qz3; z1 “ qz2, z3; z1 “ qz3, z2; z1, z2, z3.
In general we index our residue expansion via partitions λ $ k and strings
i1 ă i2 ă . . . ă iλ1 ,
I “ j1 ă j2 ă . . . ă jλ2 ,
...
where these indices are disjoint and union to t1, . . . , ku. Each row corresponds with
taking residues at zi1 “ qzi2 , zi2 “ qzi3 , . . . , zj1 “ qzj2 , zj2 “ qzj3 , . . . , zjλ2´1 “
qzjλ2 , . . .. This is written as Res
q
Ifpz1, . . . , zkq and the output is a function of
ziλ1 , zjλ2 , . . . .
For example, for k “ 3 and λ “ p2, 1q we can have I P  1ă2
3
, 1ă3
2
, 2ă3
1
(
.
Calling Spλq the set of all I’s corresponding to λ, we thus see that
LHS(7.1) “
ÿ
λ$k
1
m1!m2! . . .
ˆ
ÿ
IPSpλq
¿
γk
dz1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γkloooooomoooooon
ℓpλq
dzℓ
2πi
ResqI
˜ ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ qzB F pz1, . . . , zkq
¸
where themi!’s come from symmetries of λ and multi–counting of residue subspaces
arising from that. For each I we can relabel the z variables as
pzi1 , . . . , ziλ1 q ÞÑ pyλ1 , . . . , y1q
pzj1 , . . . , zjλ2 q ÞÑ pyλ1`λ2 , . . . , yλ1`1q
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and call σ P Sk the permutation taking zi ÞÑ yσpiq and call the last y’s wj “
yλ1`...`λj´1`1. This change of variables puts all residual spaces with given λ into
the form
yλ1 “ qyλ1´1, . . . , y2 “ qy1
yλ1`λ2 “ qyλ1`λ2´1, . . . , yλ1`2 “ qyλ1`1
...
We denote the residue on this subspace Resqλ. Thus the left-hand side of (7.1)
equalsÿ
λ$k
1
m1!m2! . . .
ˆ
ÿ
σPSk
¿
γk
dw1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γkloooooomoooooon
ℓpλq
dwℓ
2πi
Resqλ
˜ ź
1ďAăBďk
yσpAq ´ yσpBq
yσpAq ´ qyσpBq
F pyσp1q, . . . , yσpkqq
¸
.
Notice: not all σ P Sk arise from I’s, but it is easy to see that those which do not
have residue 0. Finally, rewriteź
1ďAăBďk
yσpAq ´ yσpBq
yσpAq ´ qyσpBq
“
ź
A‰B
yA ´ yB
yA ´ qyB
ź
1ďBăAďk
yσpAq ´ qyσpBq
yσpAq ´ yσpBq
.
The Sk–symmetric part has no poles in the residue subspaces and can be factored,
leaving
LHS(7.1) “
ÿ
λ$k
1
m1!m2! ¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γk
dw1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γk
dwℓ
2πi
Resqλ
˜ź
A‰B
yA ´ yB
yA ´ qyB
¸
Eqp~w ˝ λq.
Regarding Resqλ as a function of w’s one checks that this yields dµλp~wq. 
8. From moments to the q–Laplace transform Fredholm determinant
We will start by applying the residue expansion theorem to our nested contour
integral formula for Esteprqkpxnptq`nqs, i.e. taking all ni ” n.
Corollary 8.1. For step initial data q–TASEP, k ě 1 and n ě 1,
E
step
“
qkpxnptq`nq
‰
“ kq!
ÿ
λ$k
p1´ qqk
m1!m2! . . .
¿
γ
dw1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γ
dwℓpλq
2πi
det
„
1
wiqλi ´ wj
ℓpλq
i,j“1
ℓpλqź
j“1
etpq
λj´1qwj
pwj ; qqnλj
,
where the integral occurs over γ, a small contour containing 1. Here, pa; qqℓ “ p1´
aqp1´ qaq ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´ qℓ´1aq is called the q–Pochhammer symbol, kq! “ pq; qqk{p1´ qqk.
Proof. Apply the residue expansion theorem with
F pz1, . . . , zkq “ p´1qqkpk´1q{2
kź
j“1
etpq´1qzj
p1´ zjqn
1
zj
.
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Observe that due to the symmetry of F in the z’s
Eqpz1, . . . , zkq “ F pz1, . . . , zkq ¨
ÿ
σPSk
ź
1ďBăAďk
zσpAq ´ qzσpBq
zσpAq ´ zσpBq
“ F pz1, . . . , zkq ¨ kq!
and the rest comes from simplifications and telescoping in the geometric substitu-
tions. 
Exercise 8.2. Prove thatÿ
σPSk
ź
BăA
zσpAq ´ qzσpBq
zσpAq ´ zσpBq
“ kq!
The formula for E
“
qkpxnptq`nq
‰
can be written as
E
“
qkpxnptq`nq
‰ “ kq! 8ÿ
l“1
1
l!
8ÿ
λ1,...λℓ“1
λ1`¨¨¨`λl“k
¿
γ
dw1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γ
dwℓ
2πi
det rK1pλi, wi;λj , wjqsli,j“1 ,
where
K1pλ,w, λ1, w1q “ p1´ qq
λepq
λ´1qtwpw; qq´nλ
wqλ ´ w1 .
Notice how the symmetry factor 1
m1!m2!...
was replaced by 1
l!
due to the un-
ordering of the λ1, . . . , λk.
In principle, since the moments of qxnptq`n determine its distribution, so too will
any moment generating function. We will consider one well suited to the formulas.
For ζ P C define (this is only consistent for small |ζ|)
Gpζq :“
ÿ
kě0
E
“
qkpxnptq`nq
‰ ζk
kq!
“ 1`
8ÿ
l“1
1
l!
8ÿ
λ1“1
¨ ¨ ¨
8ÿ
λl“1
¿
dw1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
dwℓ
2πi
det
”
K˜ζpwi, λi;wj , λjq
ı
“: detp1` K˜ζqL2pZě0ˆγq,
where
K˜ζpλ,w, λ1, w1q “ ζ
λp1´ qqλepqλ´1qtwpw; qq´nλ
wqλ ´ w1 .
Notice that the kernel does not depend on λ1, so the summations can be brought
inside yielding
1`
8ÿ
l“1
1
l!
¿
γ
dw1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γ
dwℓ
2πi
¨ det “K˜ζpwi, wjq‰li,j“1
with kernel
K˜ζpw,w1q “
8ÿ
λ“1
gpqλq`p1´ qqζ˘λ
and
gpqλq “
epq
λ´1qtw
´
pqλw;qq8
pw;qq8
¯n
wqλ ´ w1 .
The reason for rewriting in terms of g is that it is now seen to be an analytic
function in λ (previously just in Zě0) away from its poles. We could stop here, but
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we will do one more manipulation to K˜ζ and replace the summation by an integral
using a Mellin–Barnes representation. This is done with an eyes towards q Õ 1
asymptotics for which the sum of termwise limits in the sum defining K˜ζ fails to
be convergent, while the entire sum does have a nice limit. Going to contours away
from Zě0 allows us to show this and study the limit.
Lemma 8.3. For g satisfying the below conditions and ζ such that |ζ| ă 1, ζ P
CzR`,
8ÿ
n“1
gpqnqpζqn “
ż
C8
π
sinp´πsq p´ζq
sgpqsq ds
2πi
.
The function g and contour C8 must satisfy: The left–hand–side is convergent and
the right–hand–side must be able to be approximated by integrals over Ck contours
which enclose t1, . . . , ku and no other singularities of the right–hand–side integrand
and whose symmetric difference from C8 has integral going to zero as k goes to
infinity.
Exercise 8.4. Prove this using residue calculus.
Applying the lemma brings us to:
Theorem 8.5. For |ζ| small enough,
Gpζq “
8ÿ
k“0
E
“
qkpxnptq`nq
‰ ζk
kq!
“ 1`
8ÿ
l“1
1
l!
¿
γ
dw1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γ
dwℓ
2πi
det rKζpwi, wjqsli,j“1
with
Kζpw,w1q “
ż i8`1{2
´i8`1{2
π
sinpπsq
`´ p1´ qqζ˘s epq
s´1qtw
´
pqsw;qq8
pw;qq8
¯n
wqs ´ w1
ds
2πi
.
The important fact is that t, n, ζ come into this in a very simple way! So, Gpζq
should contain the distribution of xnptq ` n, but how to get it out? We need an
inverse transform of sorts. For this we will go a little deeper into the theory of
q–series.
In 1949 Hahn [19] introduced two q–deformed exponential function:
eqpxq :“ 1pp1 ´ qqx; qq8 , Eqpxq “ p´p1´ qqx; qq8,
where recall that pa; qq8 “ p1´ aqp1´ qaq ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Exercise 8.6. Show pointwise convergence of eqpxq, Eqpxq to ex as q Õ 1.
We will focus on eqpxq. This has a Taylor series expansion for |x| small
eqpxq “
8ÿ
k“0
xk
kq!
,
which is a special case of the q–Binomial theorem [4].
Exercise 8.7. For |x| ă 1, |q| ă 1 prove the identity
8ÿ
k“0
pa; qqk
pq; qqk x
k “ pax; qq8px; qq8 .
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This, along with the fact that qxnptq`n ď 1 implies that for |ζ| small enough,
E
”
eqpζqxnptq`nq
ı
“
8ÿ
k“0
E
”
qkpxnptq`nq
ı ζk
kq!
“ Gpζq “ detpI `KζqL2pγq.
The interchange of expectation and summation is completely justified for small
|ζ| and then the left–hand–side and right–hand–side are seen to be analytic in
ζ P CztR`u thus allowing extension of the equality.
The left–hand–side is called the eq–Laplace transform of q
xnptq`n and the fact
that it is given by a Fredholm determinant [26] is quite miraculous and as of yet,
not so well understood.
Theorem 8.8. For ζ P CztR`u, q ă 1, t ą 0, n ě 1,
E
”
eqpζqxnptq`nq
ı
“ detpI `KζqL2pγq :“ 1`
8ÿ
l“1
1
l!
¿
γ
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γ
det
“
Kζpwi, wjq
‰l
i,j“1
We close this section by demonstrating how to invert the eq–Laplace transform.
Definition 8.9. For a function f P ℓ1pZě0q define for ζ P Cztq´mumě0
fˆpζq :“
8ÿ
n“0
fpnq
pζqn; qq8
ˆ
“ Ef
„
eq
ˆ
ζ
1´ q q
n
˙˙
.
with n distributed according to the measure f .
Proposition 8.10. The eq-Laplace transform is inverted by
fpnq “ ´qn
ż
pqn`1ζ; qq8fˆ qpζq dζ
2πi
with the ζ contour containing only ζ “ q´m, 0 ď m ď n poles.
Exercise 8.11. Prove this via residues.
So we have found a rather concise (and analyzable) formula for the probability
distribution of xnptq ` n, from which we can perform asymptotics. In fact, for our
applications we can work with the eq–Laplace transform instead of its inversion.
For instance, applying our knowledge from Theorem 6.5 of how q–TASEP goes
to the semi–discrete SHE and performing some asymptotic analysis we prove:
Theorem 8.12 ([8, 10]). For semi–discrete SHE with z0pnq “ 1n“1 and for
Repuq ě 0,
E
„
e´ue
3τ
2
zpτ,nq

“ 1`
8ÿ
l“1
1
l!
¿
γ
dv1
2πi
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
γ
dvl
2πi
det rKupvi, vjqsli,j“1
with contour γ a small circle around 0 and
Kupv, v1q “
ż i8`1{2
´i8`1{2
π
sinp´πsq
gpvq
gpv ` sq
ds
v ` s´ v1
gpzq “ `Γpzq˘nu´ze´τz2{2.
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Note that had we tried to prove this theorem directly from our moment formulas
we would have failed. The moment generating function is a divergent series. It is
only by work at the q–level and explicitly summing the series that we could then
take q Õ 1 and prove this result.
Here is one application:
Theorem 8.13 ([8, 10]). For all ν ą 0
lim
τÑ8
P
ˆ
log zpτ, ντq ´ τ γ˜1pνq
dpνqτ1{3 ď s
˙
“ FGUEpsq,
where dpνq “ `´ νψ2pspνqq{2˘1{3 with spνq “ arg infsą0 `s´ νψpsq˘. Here, ψpsq “
plog Γq1psq is the digamma function and, as before,
γ˜1pνq “ ´3
2
` inf
są0
ps´ νψpsqq
is the almost sure Lyapunov exponent.
This describes (in the parabolic Anderson model)the typical mass density fluc-
tuations or the particle location fluctuations for a continuous space limit of q–
TASEP and is consistent with the KPZ universality class belief.
Finally, utilizing Theorem 4.1, one can prove
Theorem 8.14 ([3, 10]). Consider z, the solution to the SHE with z0pxq “ δx“0.
For all S with RepSq ě 0,
E
”
e´Se
t{24zpt,0q
ı
“ detp1´KSqL2pR`q
with kernel
KSpη, η1q “
ż
R
dr
S
S ` e´rpt{2q1{3 Aipr ` ηqAipr ` η
1q.
Additionally,
lim
tÑ8
P
ˆ
log zpt, 0q ` t{24
pt{2q1{3 ď r
˙
“ FGUEprq
where FGUE is the GUE Tracy-Widom distribution (see Appendix B).
9. q–Boson spectral theory
Recall that q–Boson particle system in ~n “ pn1 ě . . . ě nkq coordinates has
backwards generator
pLq–Bosonfqp~nq “
ÿ
cluster i
p1´ qciqpfp~n´c1`¨¨¨ciq ´ fp~nqq.
Also recall the generator of k free (distant) particles is
pLuqp~nq “
kÿ
i“1
p∇iuqp~nq,
where ∇ifp~nq “ fpn´ 1q ´ fpnq in ni variable.
We say that u satisfies the boundary conditions if
p∇i ´ q∇i`1qu|ni“ni`1 “ 0,
for 1 ď i ď k ´ 1.
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The question we now confront is how to find the left and right eigenfunctions
of Lq–Boson. We have already seen the below essentially contained in the proof of
Proposition 5.5.
Proposition 9.1. If u : Zk Ñ C is an eigenfunction for L with eigenvalue λ,
and u satisfies the boundary conditions, then u is an eigenfunction of Lq–Boson with
eigenvalue λ.
In order to find such eigenfunctions we will use another idea going back to
Bethe [6] in 1931 (see also [27]). This idea goes under the name of coordinate
Bethe ansatz and takes the following general form.
Proposition 9.2. Consider a space X. Eigenfunctions for a sum of 1d oper-
ators acting on tfunctions on Xu
pLψqp~xq “
kÿ
i“1
pLiψqp~xq, ~x “ px1, . . . , xkq P Xk
(with Li acting in the i–th coordinate) that satisfy boundary conditions depending
on B acting on tfunctions on X2u
Bi,i`1ψp~xq|xi“xi`1 “ 0, for 1 ď i,ď k ´ 1
(with Bi,i`1 acting on the i, i` 1 coordinate) can be found via:
(1) Diagonalizaing the 1d operators Lψz “ λzψz where ψz : X Ñ C and z is
a parameter (e.g. complex number)
(2) Taking linear combinations
ψ~zp~xq “
ÿ
σPSpkq
Aσp~zq
kź
j“1
ψzσpjq pxjq
(3) Evaluating Aσp~zq as
Aσp~zq “ sgnpσq
ź
aąb
Spzσpaq, zσpbqq
Spza, zbq
where
Spz1, z2q “ Bpψz1 b ψz2qpx, xq
ψz1pxqψz2 pxq
.
Then
`
Lψ~z
˘
~xq “ `řki“1 λzi˘ψ~zp~xq.
Proof. By Liebniz rule, it is clear that ψ~zp~xq are eigenfunctions for the free
generator. It remains to check that the choice of Aσ implies that the boundary
conditions are satisfied. Let τi “ pi, i` 1q act on permutations by permuting i and
i`1. It suffices to find Aσ (or show that our specific choice of Aσ) that satisfy that
for all σ P Spkq, and all 1 ď i ď k ´ 1, when Bi,i`1 is applied to
Tσ ` Tτiσ, where Tσ “ Aσp~zq
kź
j“1
ψzσpjqpxjq,
the result is zero whenever xi “ xi`1. Indeed, if one sums the above left-hand side
over all σ P Spkq, the result is 2`Bi,i`1ψ~z˘p~xq and if each summand can be made
to equal zero (when xi “ xi`1), so too with the entire sum by zero.
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From definitions, one sees that
Bi,i`1Tσ
ˇˇ
xi“xi`1 “ Spzσpiq, zσpi`1qqTσ.
So
Bi,i`1
`
Tσ ` Tτiσ
˘ˇˇ
xi“xi`1 “ Spzσpiq, zσpi`1qqTσ ` Spzσpi`1q, zσpiqqTτiσ.
Unwinding this, we find that in order for this sum to be zero, we must have
Aτiσp~zq “ ´
Spzσpi`1q, zσpiqq
Spzσpiq, zσpi`1qq
Aσp~zq.
The transpositions τi as 1 ď i ď k ´ 1 varies generates Spkq and hence fixing
AIp~zq ” 1, the formula uniquely characterizes the Aσp~zq. This expression matches
that claimed by the proposition. 
Let us apply this method when L “ ∇ and pBgqpx, yq “ p∇1 ´ q∇2qgpx, yq.
We can write 1d eigenfunctions of L as ψzpnq “ p1 ´ zq´n (here n replaces x
from the proposition). This choice of ψz has eigenvalue p1 ´ qqz and leads to
Spz1, z2q “ ´pz1 ´ qz2q. Thus, Bethe ansatz produces left eigenfunctions for all
z1, . . . , zk P Czt1u
ψℓ~zp~nq :“
ÿ
σPSpkq
ź
1ďBăAďk
zσpAq ´ qzσpBq
zσpAq ´ zσpBq
kź
j“1
p1´ zσpjqq´nj
such that when restricted to ~n “ pn1 ě n2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě nkq,
pLq–Bosonψℓ~zqp~nq “
kÿ
j“1
p1 ´ qqzj φℓ~zp~nq.
As a brief remark, notice that these are eigenfunctions for any choices of zj P
Czt1u. If instead of working with the q-Boson process on Z we considered a periodic
(or other boundary condition) portion of Z, then in order to respect the boundary
conditions of the finite lattice we would need to impose additional conditions on
the ~z. These restrictions are known as the Bethe ansatz equations and make things
much more involved. It is only for solutions ~z of these algebraic equations that
ψℓ~zp~nq are eigenfunctions (on the finite lattice).
Having identified left eigenfunctions, we come now to the question of right
eigenfunctions. Had our operator Lq–Boson been self-adjoint, the left and right
eigenfunctions would coincide and we could decompose and recompose functions
with respect to this single set of functions. It is clear that Lq–Boson is not self-
adjoint, however it is not too far off, as it enjoys the property of being PT-invariant
(in fact, this property is shared by all totally asymmetric zero range processes,
provided their jump rate gpkq is reasonable). PT-invariance means that the process
generated by Lq–Boson is invariant under joint space reflection and time inversion.
The product invariant measure µ for the q-Boson process in the ~y variables
have one point marginal
µαpy0q “ 1y0ě0
αy0
gp1qgp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ gpy0q ,
where α ą 0 controls the overall density of the invariant measure, and gpkq “ 1´qk
is the q-Boson jump rate. Time reversal corresponds with taking the adjoint of
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Lq–Boson in L2p~y, µαq (the choice of α does not, in fact, matter here). Then PT-
invariance amounts to the fact that one readily shows [11] that
Lq–Boson “ P `Lq–Boson˘˚P´1
where
`
Pf
˘p~yq “ f`ty´iuiPZ˘ is the space reflection operator (clearly P “ P´1).
PT-invariance can be written in terms of the ~n variables and using matrix
notation as
Lq–Boson “ `PCq˘`Lq–Boson˘transpose`PCq˘´1
where now
`
Pf
˘pn1, . . . , nkq “ fp´nk, . . . ,´n1q and Cq is the multiplication oper-
ator with
Cqp~nq “ p´1qkq´
kpk´1q
2
ź
cluster i
pq; qqci
p1´ qqci .
Note that we could have defined Cqp~nq as any function depending only on k, times
the product over clusters of the pq; qqci terms. The choice above will be well suited
to avoid messy constants in what follows.
Returning to the matter of right eigenfunctions, it is clear from PT-invariance
that applying
`
PCq
˘´1
to left eigenfunction, produces right eigenfunctions. Thus,
we define right eigenfunctions
ψr~zp~nq :“
ÿ
σPSpkq
ź
1ďBăAďk
zσpAq ´ q´1zσpBq
zσpAq ´ zσpBq
kź
j“1
p1´ zσpjqqnj
which satisfy ´`
Lq–Boson
˘transpose
ψr~z
¯
p~nq “
kÿ
j“1
p1´ qqzjψr~zp~nq.
Note that ψr~zp~nq “ q´
kpk´1q
2
`
PCq
˘´1
ψℓ~zp~nq.
Having defined left and right eigenfunctions, it remains to demonstrate how
to diagonalize Lq–Boson with respect to them, with the ultimate goal of solving
d
dt
hpt;~nq “ Lq–Bosonhpt;~nq for arbitrary initial data. We proceed now by defining
a direct and inverse Fourier type transform.
Definition 9.3. Fix the following spaces of functions:
Wk “
!
f :
 
~n “ pn1 ě n2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě nkqu Ñ C of compact support
)
,
Ck “ C
”
pz1 ´ 1q˘1, . . . , pzk ´ 1q˘1
ıSym
.
In words, Wk are all functions of ~n to C of compact support in ~n and Ck are all
symmetric Laurant polynomials in the variables pz1´ 1q through pzk´ 1q. We may
define bilinear pairings on these spaces so that for f, g PWk and F,G P Ck,@
f, g
D
W
“
ÿ
n1ě¨¨¨ěnk
fp~nqgp~nq
@
F,G
D
C
“
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
dµp1qkp~wq
kź
j“1
1
1´ wj F p~wqGp~wq,
where the integrals are over circles centered at the origin or radius exceeding one,
and the notation dµλp~wq (here p1qk is the partition with k ones) is recalled from
(7.2).
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Define the direct transform F : Wk Ñ Ck and (candidate) inverse transform
J : Ck ÑWk as `
Ff
˘p~nq “ @f, ψr~zDW`
JG
˘p~nq “ @ψℓp~nq, GD
W
.
In the second line we have used ψℓp~nq to represent the function which maps ~z to
ψℓ~zp~nq.
The operator J can be written in two alternative ways. The first is given by
`
JG
˘p~nq “ 1p2πiqk
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿ ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ qzB
kź
j“1
1
p1´ zjqnj`1 dzj
with contours such that the zA contour contains tqzBuBąA and 1. This equivalence
follows by the fact that one can deform such contours to all lie on a large circle
centered at zero of radius exceeding one. Then, since all contours lie upon the same
circle, one can symmetrize the integrand and after an application of the Cauchy
determinant formula, we recover the initial expression for J . The second expression
comes from unnesting the contours, but onto a single small contour around one.
This is accomplished by applying Theorem 7.7, and hence we find that
`
JG
˘p~nq “ ÿ
λ$k
1
m1!m2! ¨ ¨ ¨
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿
dµλp~wq
ℓpλqź
j“1
1
pwj ; qqλj
ψℓ~w˝λp~nqGp~w ˝ λq,
where the ℓpλq integrals occur upon a single contour which contains 1 and has small
enough radius so the image under multiplication by q is outside the contour.
Theorem 9.4 ([11]). On the spaces Wk and Ck the operators F and J are
mutual inverses (i.e. JF is the identity on Wk and FJ is the identity in Ck).
Consequently, the left and right eigenfunctions are biorthogonal so that@
ψℓ‚p~mq, ψr‚p~nq
D
C
“ 1~m“~n
and @
ψℓ~zp‚q, ψr~wp‚q
D
W
“ 1
k!
ź
1ďA‰Bďk
zA ´ qzB
zA ´ zB
kź
j“1
1
1´ zj det
“
δpzi ´ wjq
‰k
i,j“1
where this last equality is to be understood in a weak (or integrated) sense.
At the end of this section we will prove part of this theorem, that JF is
the identity. A generalization of the above theorem (which in fact admits easier
proofs) is provided in [12]. But first, let us apply this theorem to solve the q-Boson
backward equation.
Corollary 9.5. For h0 PWk, the solution to
d
dt
hpt, ~nq “ `Lq–Bosonh˘pt, ~nq
with initial data h0 is given by
hpt, ~nq “ J `etpq´1qpz1`¨¨¨`zkqFh0˘pt, ~nq
“ 1p2πiqk
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿ ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ qzB
kź
j“1
etpq´1qzj p1´ zjqnj`1
`
Fh0
˘p~zqd~z,
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with nested contours.
Proof. From the theorem, JF is the identity on Wk. Hence,
hpt, ~nq “ `etLq–Bosonh0˘p~nq “ `etLq–BosonJFh0˘p~nq
Using the explicit form of the transforms, we find that
`
etL
q–Boson
JFh0
˘p~nq “ etLq–Boson ¿ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¿ dµp1qkp~wq kź
j“1
1
1´ wj ψ
ℓ
~wp~nq
`
Fh0
˘p~zq.
We now use the fact that ψℓ~w are the left eigenfunctions for L
q–Boson and thus
etL
q–Boson
acts diagonally with eigenvalue etpq´1qpw1`¨¨¨wkq. Plugging this in (and
going to the nested contours as explained earlier) yields the formula in the corollary.

There are two apparent limitations of this corollary. The first is that it only
applies for h0 P Wk. In Section 6 we were concerns with initial data h0p~nq “śk
j“1 1njě1, which does not have compact support. For this initial data it is possi-
ble to extend the validity of the corollary with a little work (likely this can be done
for a much wider class as well). The second limitation is more serious – the expres-
sion
`
Fh0
˘p~zq involves an infinite summation of initial data against eigenfunctions.
However, such an infinite summation is not so useful for asymptotics. We would
like to be able to evaluate such summations. Unfortunately, this may be quite hard.
However, such a summation is automatic is h0 “ JG0 for some G0 P Ck. In that
case, Fh0 “ FJG0 “ G0 by the theorem.
For initial data h0p~nq “
śk
j“1 1njě1 it can be shown (via residues and extending
the fact that FJ is the identity to some functions outside of Ck) that h0p~nq “`
JG0
˘p~nq where G0p~zq “ q kpk´1q2 śkj“1 zj´1zj . Using this we can recover the solution
given in Theorem 6.1 and its corollary. This approach can be applied to some
broader classes of initial data (cf. [13]), though we will not pursue these here.
Let us close this section by proving that
K :“ JF “ Identity
on Wk.
Sketch of JF “ Identity. PT-invariance implies that for f, g PWk,@
Kf, g
D
W
“ @f, pPCqq´1KpPCqqgDW .
This can be shown by expanding K into eigenfunctions and using the relation
between left and right eigenfunctions implied by PT-invariance.
In order to prove that K acts as the identity, it suffices (by linearity) to show
that for fp~nq “ 1~n“~x for some ~x fixed,
`
Kf
˘p~yq “ 1~y“~x. Showing that `Kf˘p~xq “ 1
involves residue calculus, and we will skip it. We will, however, show that for ~y ‰ ~x,`
Kf
˘p~yq “ 0.
Set gp~nq “ 1~n“~y, then
`
Kf
˘p~yq “ @Kf, gD
W
“ 1p2πiqk
¿
¨ ¨ ¨
¿ ź
1ďAăBďk
zA ´ zB
zA ´ qzB
kź
j“1
p1´ zjq´yj´1ψr~zp~xq,
with integration along nested contours. We wish to prove that this is zero. Consider
expanding the z1 contour to infinity. This can be done without crossing and poles,
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so evaluating that integral amounts to evaluating the residue of the integrand at
infinity. By expanding the right eigenfunction via its definition, we see that the
largest exponent of p1 ´ z1q is x1 ´ y1 ´ 1. Thus, in order that there be a residue
at infinity, we should have x1 ´ y1 ´ 1 ě ´1, or in other words x1 ě y1. The
implication is that if x1 ă y1, then
`
Kf
˘p~yq “ 0.
But, using the PT-invariance relation`
Kf
˘p~yq “ @Kf, gD
W
“ @f, pPCqq´1KpPCqqgDW .
This switches the role of x’s and y’s and the same reasoning as above shows that
this is zero if y1 ă x1. The overall implication is that for
`
Kf
˘p~yq to be nonzero,
we must have x1 “ y1.
In light of this deduction, assume that x1 “ y1. It is now quite simply to
evaluate the residue as z1 goes to infinity. This yields a similar expression except
without the z1 integration valuable. Thus, in the same manner we establish that in
order that
`
Kf
˘p~yq be nonzero, x2 “ y2 and so on until we find that all xj “ yj . 
Appendix A. White noise and stochastic integration
In one sentence, white noise ξpt, xq, t ě 0, x P R is the distribution valued
Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance
Erξpt, xqξps, yqs “ δpx´ yqδps´ tq.
Let us be more precise about what this means. Recall that if g is a distribution and
f is a smooth test function, then
ş
fg is a real number. For example,
ş
fpxqδpx ´
yqdx “ fpyq. Therefore, for a smooth function fpt, xq of compact support, the
integral ż
R`ˆR
fpt, xqξpt, xqdxdt
is a random variable. These random variables are jointly Gaussian with mean zero
and covariance
E
«ż
R`ˆR
f1pt, xqξpt, xqdxdt
ż
R`ˆR
f2ps, yqξps, yqdyds
ff
“
ż
R`ˆR
dxdt
ż
R`ˆR
E rξps, yqξpt, xqs f1pt, xqf2ps, yqdyds
“
ż
R`ˆR
f1pt, xqf2pt, xqdxdt.
There are many ways to construct ξpt, xq. For instance, since the covariance is
positive definite and symmetric, general theory of Gaussian processes implies the
existence and uniqueness of this process. More concretely, one can choose any
orthonormal basis tfnu of L2pR`ˆRq and independent Gaussian random variables
tZnu with mean zero and variance one, and define
ξpt, xq “
8ÿ
n“1
Znfnpt, xq.
Within a suitable negative Sobolev space (namely H´1´δ,locpR`ˆRq for any δ ą 0)
this construction will yield a unique (in law) element whose covariance can be
checked to be as desired. Details on constructing ξ can be found, for instance, in
[23, 36].
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Assume that ξpt, xq has been constructed on some probability space pΩ,F ,Pq.
Now let us construct stochastic integrals with respect to white noise. For non–
random functions fpt, xq this is not hard. If f P L2pR`ˆRq then there are smooth
functions fn with compact support in R` ˆ R such thatż
R`ˆR
|fnpt, xq ´ fpt, xq|2 dxdtÑ 0.
Since
E
»
–˜ż
R`ˆR
pfnpt, xq ´ fmpt, xqqξpt, xqdxdt
¸2fifl “ ż
R`ˆR
|fnpt, xq ´ fmpt, xq|2 dxdt,
this means that
ş
R`ˆR fnpt, xqξpt, xqdxdt is a Cauchy sequence in L2pΩ,F ,Pq. Since
L2pΩ,F ,Pq is complete, then this Cauchy sequence has a limit, which we define to
be
ş
R`ˆR fpt, xqξpt, xqdxdt.
For random functions, the definition of the integral is a little more complicated.
As in the one dimensional case, one has to make a choice of the integral (Itoˆ vs.
Stratonovich) . The construction here is essentially the standard Itoˆ integral, but
only in the time variable.
Start with smooth functions ϕpxq on R with compact support. For t ą 0 we
can define ż
R`ˆR
1p0,tspsqϕpxqξps, xqdsdx.
This is a Brownian motion in t with variance
ş
ϕ2pxqdx, since it is Gaussian with
mean zero and covariance
E
«ż
R`ˆR
1p0,t1spsqϕpxqξpx, sqdxds
ż
R`ˆR
1p0,t2spsqϕpxqξpx, sqdxds
ff
“
ż minpt1,t2q
0
ds
ż
R
ϕ2pxqdx
“ minpt1, t2q
ż
ϕ2pxqdx.
(Note: one often hears the statement “white noise is the derivative of Brownian
motion”).
Let F0 “ H and for each t ą 0 define Ft to be the σ–field generated by!ż
R`ˆR
1p0,sspuqϕpxqξpu, xqdxdu : 0 ď s ď t,
ϕ a smooth function of compact support in R
)
.
It is clear that Ft is a filtration of F , that is Fs Ď Ft for s ď t.
Now consider slightly more complicated functions. Let S be the set of functions
of the form
fpt, x, ωq “
nÿ
i“1
Xipωq1pai,bisptqϕipxq,
where Xi is a bounded Fai–measurable random variable and ϕi are smooth func-
tions of compact support on R. For functions of this form, define the stochastic
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integral asż
R`ˆR
fpt, xqξpt, xqdxdt “
nÿ
i“1
Xi
ż
R`ˆR
1pai,bisptqϕipxqξpt, xqdxdt.
It is easy to check that the integral is linear and an isometry from L2pR` ˆ R ˆ
Ω,F ,Pq to L2pΩ,F ,Pq, that is
ż
R`ˆR
Erf2pt, xqsdxdt “ E
»
–˜ż
R`ˆR
fpt, xqξpt, xqdxdt
¸2fifl .
Let P be the sub–σ–field of BpR` ˆRq ˆF generated by S. Let L2pR` ˆRˆ
Ω,F ,Pq be the space of square integrable P–measurable random variables fpt, x, ωq.
These will be the integrators. It is important to note that these are non–anticipating
in the sense that fpt, x, ωq only depends on the information Ft up to time t. This
is analogous to the distinction between Itoˆ and Stratonovich integrals in the one–
dimensional case. The construction of the stochastic integral will be defined through
the isometry and approximation.
Lemma A.1. S is dense in L2pR` ˆ Rˆ Ω,F ,Pq.
Proof. Same as one–dimensional case. 
Thus, if f P L2pR` ˆ R ˆ Ω,F ,Pq there exist fn P S wuch that fn converges
to f P L2pR` ˆ Rˆ Ω,F ,Pq. By the isometry,
Inpωq :“
ż
R`ˆR
fnpt, x, ωqξpt, xqdxdt
is a Cauchy sequence in L2pΩ,F ,Pq. Hence there is a limit point I P L2pΩ,F ,Pq
which is defined to be the stochastic integral
ş
R`ˆR fpt, xqξpt, xqdxdt. This is linear
in f and the Itoˆ isometry holds.
We can also define multiple stochastic integrals. Let Λk “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk ă
8u.ż
Λk
ż
Rk
fp~t, ~xqξbkp~t, ~xqd~td~x
:“
ż
Λk
ż
Rk
fpt1, . . . , tk, x1, . . . , xkqξpt1, x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ξptk, xkqdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxkdt1 ¨ ¨ ¨dtk.
This is defined inductively. For example,ż
Λ2
ż
R2
fpt1, t2, x1, x2qξpt1, x1qξpt2, x2qdx1dx2dt1dt2
“
ż 8
0
ż
R
„ż t2
0
ż
R
fpt1, t2, x1, x2qξpt1, x1qdx1dt1

ξpt2, x2qdx2dt2,
which is well defined because we just showed that the integrand is progressively
measurable. The covariance of these multiple stochastic integrals is
E
«ż
Λk
ż
Rk
fp~t, ~xqξbkp~t, ~xqd~td~x
ż
Λj
ż
Rj
gp~t, ~xqξbjp~t, ~xqd~td~x
ff
“ xf, gyL2pΛkˆRkq1j“k.
It also turns out that they span L2pΩ,F ,Pq.
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This defines an isometry between
À8
k“0 L
2pΛk ˆ Rk,F ,Pq and L2pΩ,F ,Pq by
X “
8ÿ
k“0
ż
Λk
ż
Rk
fkp~t, ~xqξbkp~t, ~xqd~td~x.
Here f0 is the constant function EX . This summation is called the Wiener chaos
decomposition.
Aside: in a sense, the Wiener chaos decomposition holds more generally (that
is, for Gaussian Hilbert spaces, not just for stochastic integrals with respect to
white noise). If H is a Gaussian Hilbert space in a probability space pΩ,F ,Pq let
PkpHq be the closure in L2pΩ,F ,Pq of
PkpHq “ tppξ1, . . . , ξmq : p polynomial of degree ď k, ξ1, . . . , ξm P H,m ă 8u.
Let
H :k: “ PkpHq a Pk´1pHq “ PkpHq X Pk´1pHqK.
Set H :0: to be the constants. The Wiener chaos decomposition is then
L2pΩ,FpHq,Pq “
8à
k“0
H :k:.
For example, if the probability space is pR,B, γq where dγ “ 1?
2π
e´x
2{xdx and
H “ ttx : t P Ru is a one–dimensional Gaussian Hilbert space, then H :k: is also
one–dimensional and spanned by the k–th Hermite polynomial hk. The Wiener
chaos decomposition then says that L2pdγq has thku as an orthogonal basis. This is
related to the Wiener chaos decomposition above because polynomials of iterated
stochastic integrals are themselves iterated stochastic integrals.
Appendix B. Background on Tracy-Widom distribution
The Tracy–Widom distribution [39] has cumulative distribution function which
can be defined as the Fredholm determinant
F2psq “ detp1´AqL2psq,
where A is the operator on L2ps,8q with kernel
AipxqAi1pyq ´Ai1pxqAipyq
x´ y .
It can also be defined by
F2psq “ exp
ˆ
´
ż 8
s
px´ sqqpxq2dx
˙
,
where qpxq solves the Painleve II equation
q2pxq “ xqpxq ` 2qpxq3
with the boundary condition
qpxq „ Aipxq, xÑ8.
This is called the Hastings-Mcleod solution.
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Appendix C. Asymptotic analysis
The goal is to find asymptotics of expressions of the formż
gpxqenfpxqdx
as nÑ8.
Theorem C.1. Let f, g : ra, bs Ñ R be smooth. Assume f has a unique global
maximum at c P pa, bq and that f2pcq ă 0. Define Ipnq byż b
a
gpxqenfpxqdx “ n´1{2enfpcqIpnq.
Then
lim
nÑ8
Ipnq “
d
´ 2π
f2pcqgpcq.
Proof. (Sketch) Since fpxq has a global maximum at c, then as nÑ8most of
the contributions to the integral come in a small neighbourhood around c. Setting
y “ n1{2px ´ cq,ż b
a
gpxqenfpxqdx “
ż n1{2pb´cq
´n1{2pc´aq
gpc` n´1{2yqenfpc`n´1{2yqn´1{2dy.
Now use the Taylor expansion fpc` n´1{2yq « fpcq ` 1
2
f2pcqn´1y2 to get that
lim
nÑ8
Ipnq “ gpcq
ż 8
´8
ef
2pcqy2{2dy “
d
´ 2π
f2pcqgpcq.

Here is an example to find the asymptotics of n!. Use that
n! “ Γpn` 1q “
ż 8
0
tne´tdt “ nn`1
ż 8
0
xne´nxdx
by the substitution t “ nx. This is of the right form, with fpxq “ log x´x, gpxq “ 1.
Solving for the maximum of f on p0,8q yields c “ 1 with fpcq “ ´1, f2pcq “ ´1.
Therefore
n! « nne´n
?
2πn,
which is Stirling’s formula.
We will now use similar ideas to find the behaviour of the tails of the Airy
function
Aipxq “ 1
2π
ż 8
´8
eipt
3{3`xtqdt.
Note that, as written, the integral is only defined conditionally, since the integrand
does not converge to 0 at tÑ ˘8. This can be resolved by deforming the contour
integral to
Aipxq “ 1
2π
ż 8¨eπi{6
8¨e5πi{6
eipt
3{3`xtqdt
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Note that the integrand is not yet in the form exfptq. To resolve this, simply take
the substitution t “ x1{2z to get
Aipxq “ x
1{2
2π
ż 8¨eπi{6
8¨e5πi{6
ex
3{2fpzqdz
where fpzq “ ipz3{3` zq.
As before, we want to find the saddle points of fpzq. Solving for f 1pzq “ 0, we
find that the saddle points are at t “ ˘i. So we know that we want to deform the
contour to go through either i or ´i (or both). Furthermore, the absolute value of
the integrand should decay quickly as it moves away from the saddle point. Sinceˇˇˇ
ex
3{2fpzq
ˇˇˇ
“ eRepx3{2fpzqq, we should look for contours where Repfpzqq ă Repfpiqq
or Repfpzq ă Repfp´iqq. The first case is shown in Figure C.1.
Figure C.1. Shaded regions indicate where Repfpzqq ă Repfpiqq.
Therefore, the contours can be deformed to begin near 8e5πi{6, go through i
and then end near 8eiπ{6. Using the Taylor expansion
fpzq « ´2
3
´ pz ´ iq2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨
and the substitution u “ x3{4pz ´ iq we get
Aipxq « x
1{2e´2x
3{2{3
2π
ż
e´x
3{2pz´iq2dz « e
´2x3{2{3
2πx1{4
ż 8
´8
e´u
2
du,
This finally yields
Aipxq « e
´2
3
x3{2
2
?
πx1{4
.
Exercise C.2. Explain what would go wrong if we tried to use the ´i saddle
point. Figure C.2 shows a plot of Repfpzqq. Hint: it is important to keep in mind
the endpoints of the contour.
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Figure C.2. Shaded regions indicate where Repfpzqq ă Repfp´iqq.
Exercise C.3. Use a similar argument to show that as xÑ8
Aip´xq « 1?
πx1{4
cos
ˆ
π
4
´ 2x
3{2
3
˙
.
Figure C.3 should be helpful.
Figure C.3. Shaded regions indicate where Repfpzqq ă Repfp1qq
for the function fpzq “ ipz3{3´ zq.
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